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Kit Knightly

e �rst published our hugely popular cribsheet in

September of 2021 in response to dozens – even

hundreds – of reader requests for sources and data.

It was intended as a resource and link dump as much as an article, and

intentionally free of interpretation, editorialising or opinion.

�e response was incredible, within weeks it became our most-viewed

article of all time, and it has maintained steady tra��c ever since.

But time moves on, and as new data was published and new facts came

to light, it became clear we needed to update the piece – not just in

terms of facts, but in terms of approach.

So, here are all the updated key facts and sources concerning the alleged

“pandemic”, to help you get a grasp on what has happened to the world

since January 2020, and assist in the enlightenment of any of your

friends who might be still trapped in the New Normal fog.

40 Facts You NEED to Know:

The REAL Story of “Covid”

https://off-guardian.org/
https://off-guardian.org/site-info/
https://off-guardian.org/contact/
https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/40-facts-banner-no-text.png?x41371


*

PART I: SYMPTOMS

1. “Covid19” and the �lu have IDENTICAL symptoms.

�ere are no symptoms or collections of symptoms unique or speci�c

to “Covid” and only “Covid”. All “Covid” symptoms are common to many

other diseases and conditions, including the collection of common

respiratory infections colloquially known as “the �lu”.

�is is readily admitted by mainstream sources and “experts”, who

routinely describe “Covid” symptoms as “�lu like”.

According to the US Center for Disease Control’s own website

comparing “Covid” and the �lu:

While the UK’s NHS states:

While all mainstream sources couch the admission in so�t language –

“some of the same symptoms”, “very similar” – the truth is the symptoms are

identical. �e only points of di�ference ever observed are equivocations

on severity and onset time.

�is article from Health Partners highlights that “Covid” can be both

more severe OR milder than the �lu, noting that “Covid” can sometimes

“feel more like a cold”

MENU

Symptoms – Diagnosis & PCR Tests – “Cases” & “Deaths” –
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NEW!

You cannot tell the di�ference between �lu and COVID-

19 just by looking at the symptoms alone because they

have some of the same symptoms.

The symptoms [of Covid] are very similar to symptoms

of other illnesses, such as colds and �lu.

“

“

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/symptoms/flu-vs-covid19.htm
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/covid-19/covid-19-symptoms-and-what-to-do/
https://www.healthpartners.com/blog/covid-19-vs-flu-symptoms/


While according to the Mayo Clinic, in their article on “Covid” vs the

�lu, the only di�ference in symptoms is that they “appear at di�ferent
times”.

*

2. “Ground glass opacities” are NOT unique to “Covid”.

Early in the pandemic, it was reported that medical imaging revealed

what they call “ground glass opacity” in the lungs of suspected “Covid”

cases and that this was being used to diagnose patients, but ground glass
anomalies are not unique to “Covid”.

According to a German paper published in the Radiologie journal in

2010:

In 2012 the Journal of Respiratory Care published a paper on “The
Imaging of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome” which described GGOs

thus [emphasis added]:

In 2022, the Lancet published a case study from an Indian doctor

literally titled “Ground glass opacities are not always COVID-19”.

Another article, published by Health.com in May 2022, underlines that:

NEW!

Ground glass opacity (GGO) is de�ned as di�fuse

pulmonary in�ltration [which can be caused by] edema,

airspace and interstitial pneumonia. non-infectious

pneumonitis as well as tumor manifestations.

Physiological processes, such as poor ventilation of

dependent lung areas and e�fects of expiration can also

present as ground glass opacity.

Ground-glass opaci�cation on CT is a non-speci�c sign

that re�lects an overall reduction in the air content of

the a�fected lung

Ground-glass opacities (GCOs) aren’t speci�c to COVID-

19 […] they can show up due to other conditions and

infections

“

“

“

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/in-depth/coronavirus-vs-flu/art-20490339
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20978735/
https://rc.rcjournal.com/content/respcare/57/4/607.full.pdf
https://www.thelancet.com/article/S0140-6736(22)00009-5/fulltext
https://www.health.com/condition/infectious-diseases/coronavirus/ground-glass-opacities-covid-19


In short, GGOs are a common presentation of pulmonary illness or

injury, and are associated with pneumonia, pneumonitis, tuberculosis,

and many other conditions.

*

3. A loss of smell and taste is NOT unique to “covid”. As

with GGOs, it has been widely reported that a loss of the sense of taste

and sense of smell is the telltale sign of “Covid”, but that is a known

symptom of many upper respiratory infections.

According to a 2001 article published on the website of the Univerity of

Connecticut School of Medicine:

Many common medical conditions are known to cause both acute and

chronic damage to the sense of smell and taste, according to the UK’s

NHS:

*

PART II: DIAGNOSIS & PCR TESTS

4. It is not possible to clinically diagnose “Covid19”.

Clinical diagnosis is the practice of diagnosing a disease based on a

unique symptom or collection of symptoms. Wiktionary de�nes it as:

NEW!

In adults, the two most common causes of smell

problems that we see at our Clinic are: (1) Smell loss due

to an ongoing process in the nose and/or sinuses such as

nasal allergies and (2) smell loss due to injury of the

specialized nerve tissue at the top of the nose (or

possibly the higher smell pathways in the brain) from a

previous viral upper respiratory infection.

Changes in sense of smell are most o�ten caused by a cold

or �lu, sinusitis (sinus infection) [or] allergies (like hay

fever)

NEW!

The estimated identi�cation of the disease underlying a

patient’s complaints based merely on signs, symptoms

“

“

“

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0954611114001255
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/health-issues/conditions/COVID-19/Pages/How-is-the-Flu-Different-From-COVID-19.aspx
https://health.uconn.edu/tasteandsmell/patient-care/viral-damage-and-nasal-sinus-disease/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/lost-or-changed-sense-smell/
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/clinical_diagnosis


Since “Covid19” has no unique symptomatic pro�le[1], and since ALL

major symptoms of “Covid” can potentially apply to literally every

common respiratory infection, it is impossible to diagnose “Covid19”

based on symptoms.

*

5. Lateral �low tests are unreliable. �roughout the

“pandemic” the most frequently used “self-test” for “Covid” were Lateral

Flow Tests (LFTs). �ese tests are highly unreliable, and known to return

positive test results from household liquids such as fruit juice and soda.

Children in the UK frequently “broke” their LFTs using vinegar or coca-

cola in order to create false-positive tests and get a few days o�f school.

In February 2022, an “expert” told The Guardian that LFTs could create

false positives based on the diet of the person being tested, or through

“cross-reacting” with a di�ferent virus.

In February 2022, it was also reported by a team of “experts” from

Imperial College that LFTs can “miss” infectious people. In other

words, the o��cial position is that LFTs produce false negative results

AND false positive results.

Further, it is acknowledged – and the subject of explainer articles –

that LFT and PCR results will o�ten contradict one another. Meaning

you can test positive on one, but not the other.

In short, lateral �low tests are of almost no diagnostic value whatsoever.

*

6. PCR tests were not designed to diagnose illness. �e

Reverse-Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test is

described in the media as the “gold standard” for “Covid” diagnosis.

But Kary Mullis, the Nobel Prize-winning inventor of the process, never

intended it to be used as a diagnostic tool and said so publicly:

and medical history of the patient rather than on

laboratory examination or medical imaging.

NEW!

PCR is just a process that allows you to make a whole lot

of something out of something. It doesn’t tell you that

you are sick, or that the thing that you ended up with

was going to hurt you or anything like that.”

“

https://www.parents.com/news/viral-tiktok-video-shows-teens-faking-covid-test-results-to-get-out-of-school/
https://www.dumptheguardian.com/world/2022/feb/16/covid-tests-how-can-people-be-positive-on-lateral-flow-and-negative-on-pcrs
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/234154/lateral-flow-tests-missing-substantial-number/#:~:text=Dr%20Singanayagam%20said%3A%20%E2%80%9CLateral%20flow,could%20be%20providing%20false%20reassurance.
https://www.gavi.org/vaccineswork/covid-why-are-people-testing-positive-lateral-flow-tests-then-negative-pcr
https://off-guardian.org/2020/10/05/pcr-inventor-it-doesnt-tell-you-that-you-are-sick/


*

7. PCR Tests have a history of being inaccurate and

unreliable. �e “gold standard” PCR tests for “Covid” are known to

produce a lot of false-positive results, by reacting to DNA material that

is not speci�c to Sars-Cov-2.

A Chinese study found the same patient could get two di�ferent results

from the same test on the same day. In Germany, tests are known to

have reacted to common cold viruses. Some tests in the US even

reacted to the negative control sample.

�e late President of Tanzania, John Magufuli, submitted samples of

goat, pawpaw and motor oil for PCR testing, all came back positive for

the virus.

As early as February of 2020 experts were admitting the test was

unreliable. Dr Wang Cheng, president of the Chinese Academy of

Medical Sciences told Chinese state television “The accuracy of the tests is
only 30-50%”. �e Australian government’s own website claimed “There
is limited evidence available to assess the accuracy and clinical utility of available
COVID-19 tests.” And a Portuguese court ruled that PCR tests were

“unreliable” and should not be used for diagnosis.

�e unreliability of PCR tests is not unique to “Covid”, either. A 2006

study found PCR tests for one virus responded to other viruses too. In

2007, reliance on PCR tests resulted in an “outbreak” of Whooping

Cough that never actually existed.

You can read detailed breakdowns of the failings of PCR tests here, here

and here.

*

8. �e CT values of the PCR tests are too high. PCR tests are run

in cycles, the number of cycles you use to get your result is known as

your “cycle threshold” or CT value. Kary Mullis said: “If you have to go
more than 40 cycles[…]there is something seriously wrong with your PCR.”

�e MIQE PCR guidelines agree, stating: “[CT] values higher than 40 are
suspect because of the implied low e��ciency and generally should not be
reported”.

Dr Fauci himself even admitted anything over 35 cycles is almost

never culturable.

Dr Juliet Morrison, virologist at the University of California, Riverside,

told the New York Times: Any test with a cycle threshold above 35 is too
sensitive…I’m shocked that people would think that 40 [cycles] could represent a
positive…A more reasonable cuto�f would be 30 to 35″.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32219885/
https://www.schwerin.de/news/4a3e5560-78c9-11ea-b543-1967de695b51/
https://www.science.org/news/2020/02/united-states-badly-bungled-coronavirus-testing-things-may-soon-improve
https://off-guardian.org/2021/03/18/discuss-president-magufuli-dead-at-61/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-tanzania-idUSKBN22F0KF
https://off-guardian.org/2020/09/05/australian-govts-own-website-admits-covid-tests-are-totally-unreliable/
https://www-dgsi-pt.translate.goog/jtrl.nsf/33182fc732316039802565fa00497eec/79d6ba338dcbe5e28025861f003e7b30?_x_tr_sch=http&_x_tr_sl=pt&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en-GB&_x_tr_pto=nui,elem
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2095096/
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/22/health/22whoop.html
https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/15/has-covid-19-testing-made-the-problem-worse/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/27/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/
https://off-guardian.org/2021/03/27/making-something-out-of-nothing-pcr-tests-ct-values-and-false-positives/
https://books.google.de/books?id=Z5jwZ2rbVe8C&pg=PA8&lpg=PA8&dq=mullis+If+you+have+to+go+more+than+40+cycles+to+amplify+a+single-copy+gene,+there+is+something+seriously+wrong+with+your+PCR&source=bl&ots=IAOUJm-S7E&sig=ACfU3U0_lUu2J2K0HPhch_nFHoYtFwVKhg&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjsqoOLi47qAhXIR5oKHcCdDMMQ6AEwAHoECAYQAQ#v=onepage&q=mullis%20If%20you%20have%20to%20go%20more%20than%2040%20cycles%20to%20amplify%20a%20single-copy%20gene%2C%20there%20is%20something%20seriously%20wrong%20with%20your%20PCR&f=false
https://www.gene-quantification.de/miqe-bustin-et-al-clin-chem-2009.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_Vy6fgaBPE
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html


In the same article Dr Michael Mina, of the Harvard School of Public

Health, said the limit should be 30, and the author goes on to point out

that reducing the CT from 40 to 30 would have reduced “covid cases” in

some states by as much as 90%.

�e CDC’s own data suggests no sample over 33 cycles could be

cultured, and Germany ’s Robert Koch Institute says nothing over 30

cycles is likely to be infectious.

Despite this, it is known almost all the labs in the US are running their

tests at least 37 cycles and sometimes as high as 45. �e NHS

“standard operating procedure” for PCR tests rules set the limit at 40

cycles.

Based on what we know about the CT values, the majority of PCR test

results are at best questionable.

*

9. �e World Health Organization (Twice) Admitted PCR

tests produced false positives. In December 2020 WHO put out a

brie�ng memo on the PCR process instructing labs to be wary of high

CT values causing false positive results:

�en, in January 2021, the WHO released another memo, this time

warning that “asymptomatic” positive PCR tests should be re-tested

because they might be false positives:

�ese announcements coincided with the initial launch of the “covid

vaccines”.

*

when specimens return a high Ct value, it means that

many cycles were required to detect virus. In some

circumstances, the distinction between background

noise and actual presence of the target virus is di��cult

to ascertain.

Where test results do not correspond with the clinical

presentation, a new specimen should be taken and

retested using the same or di�ferent NAT technology.

“

“

https://web.archive.org/web/20200828153214/https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/duration-isolation.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20200925013250/https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Vorl_Testung_nCoV.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
https://www.rcpath.org/uploads/assets/90111431-8aca-4614-b06633d07e2a3dd9/Guidance-and-SOP-COVID-19-Testing-NHS-Laboratories.pdf
https://off-guardian.org/2020/12/18/who-finally-admits-pcr-tests-create-false-positives/
https://off-guardian.org/2021/01/25/who-finally-admits-pcr-is-not-a-diagnostic-test/


10. �e scienti�c basis for ALL “Covid” tests is questionable.

�e genome of the Sars-Cov-2 virus was supposedly sequenced by

Chinese scientists in December 2019, then published on January 10th

2020. Less than two weeks later, German virologists (Christian Drosten

et al.) had allegedly used the genome to create assays for PCR tests.

�ey wrote a paper, Detection of 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) by
real-time RT-PCR, which was submitted for publication on January 21st

2020, and then accepted on January 22nd. Meaning the paper was

allegedly “peer-reviewed” in less than 24 hours. A process that

typically takes weeks.

Since then, a consortium of over forty life scientists has petitioned for

the withdrawal of the paper, writing a lengthy report detailing 10 major

errors in the paper’s methodology.

�ey have also requested the release of the journal’s peer-review

report, to prove the paper really did pass through the peer-review

process. �e journal has yet to comply.

�e Corman-Drosten assays are the root of every “Covid” PCR test in

the world. If the paper is questionable, every PCR test is also

questionable.

*

PART III: “CASES” & “DEATHS”

11. Huge numbers of “Covid cases” are “asymptomatic”. Early

in the “pandemic” it was reported that the majority of “Covid cases”

never exhibited any symptoms. In March 2020, studies done in Italy

were suggesting 50-75% of positive Covid tests had no symptoms.

Another UK study from August 2020 found as much as 86% of “Covid

patients” experienced no viral symptoms at all.

A Chinese paper from March 2020 found over 80% of “asymptomatic

cases” were actually false positive test results.

In short, the vast majority of “cases” during the �rst year of the

“pandemic” were people who never got sick at all.

Following a WHO directive to re-test asymptomatic cases [9] in January

2021 – just as the “vaccines” were �rst rolled out – the percentage of

“asymptomatic cases” has been reportedly lower, approximately 40%.

*

12. “Covid case” numbers are inherently meaningless.
From the onset of the “pandemic”, a “Covid case” has been de�ned in

terms guaranteed to arti�cially in�late statistics.

NEW!

https://www.eurosurveillance.org/content/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2020.25.3.2000045
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
https://www.repubblica.it/salute/medicina-e-ricerca/2020/03/16/news/coronavirus_studio_il_50-75_dei_casi_a_vo_sono_asintomatici_e_molto_contagiosi-251474302/
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20201009/86-percent-of-the-UKs-COVID-19-patients-have-no-symptoms.aspx
https://web.archive.org/web/20200315014616/https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32133832
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2787098?utm_source=For_The_Media&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ftm_links&utm_term=121421


�e World Health Organization’s de�nition of a “con�rmed case”  is

anyone who gets a positive PCR result, regardless of symptoms or personal
history. Further, it is known that many health agencies around the world

– including the US CDC – include “probable cases” in their statistics.

�e WHO de�nes a “probable case” as anyone who meets the “clinical

criteria” (ie has �lu-like symptoms) and has been in contact either a

“con�rmed case” OR another “probable case”:

As established above, PCR tests do not work and produce false

positives. Lateral �low tests also produce false positives. It is known

these tests may even give contradictory results for the same person at

the same time. “Covid19” also lacks a unique symptom pro�le, ruling

out clinical diagnosis.

If you cannot reliably test for the disease in a lab, and cannot identify it

via a unique symptom pro�le, and many “cases” are recognised as

“asymptomatic”, then “Covid19” becomes a label with no meaning.

Absent any kind of reliable diagnostic method, case statistics for any

disease are inherently meaningless.

*

13. “Covid deaths” were created by statistical manipulation.

Since “Covid” case statistics are in�lated [12] it naturally follows that

“Covid” death statistics would be likewise unreliable. In fact it was noted

from the very beginning of the “pandemic” that “Covid death” counts

were being arti�cially in�lated.

According to the UK’s Health Standards Agency, the WHO de�ned a

“Covid death” in the following terms:

Probable Case: A patient who meets clinical criteria

AND is a contact of a probable or con�rmed case, or

linked to a COVID-19 cluster.”

A COVID-19 death is de�ned for surveillance purposes as

a death resulting from a clinically compatible illness in a

probable or con�rmed COVID-19 case, unless there is a

clear alternative cause of death that cannot be related

to COVID-19 disease (eg. trauma).

“

“

https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/WHO-2019-nCoV-Surveillance-Case-Definition-2022.1-eng.pdf?x41371
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/faq-surveillance.html
https://ukhsa.blog.gov.uk/2020/08/12/behind-the-headlines-counting-covid-19-deaths/


�roughout the “pandemic” many countries around the globe went

even further and de�ned a “Covid death” as a “death by any cause within
28/30/60 days of a positive test”.

Healthcare o��cials from Denmark, Italy, Germany, the UK, US,

Northern Ireland and others have all admitted to this practice:

�e US CDC even records “probable” Covid deaths in their statistics.

Removing any distinction between dying of “Covid”, and dying of

something else a�ter testing positive for Covid will naturally lead to

completely meaningless numbers of “Covid deaths”.

British pathologist Dr John Lee was warning of this “substantial over-

estimate”  as early as April 2020. Other mainstream sources have

reported it, too.

Considering the huge percentage of “asymptomatic Covid infections”

[11], the well-known prevalence of serious comorbidities [30] and the

fact all “Covid tests” are entirely unreliable [II], this renders the “Covid”

death numbers a completely meaningless statistic.

*

PART IV: LOCKDOWNS

14. Lockdowns do not prevent the spread of disease. �ere is

little to no evidence lockdowns have any impact on limiting “Covid

deaths”. If you compare regions that locked down to regions that did

not, you can see no pattern at all.

Dr. Ngozi Ezike | How COVID Deaths are Classi�edDr. Ngozi Ezike | How COVID Deaths are Classi�ed

https://www.sst.dk/en/english/corona-eng/status-of-the-epidemic/covid-19-updates-statistics-and-charts
https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/05/covid19-death-figures-a-substantial-over-estimate/
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/tech_notes.htm
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/how-to-understand-and-report-figures-for-covid-19-deaths-
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9279767/BEL-MOONEY-dad-died-chronic-illness-hes-officially-Covid-victim.html
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/why-no-one-can-ever-recover-from-covid-19-in-england
https://fee.org/articles/sweden-saw-lower-mortality-rate-than-most-of-europe-in-2020-despite-no-lockdown/
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/Tw9Ci2PZKZg


“Covid deaths” in Florida (no lockdown) vs California (lockdown)

“Covid deaths” in Sweden (no lockdown) vs UK (lockdown)

A pre-print meta-analysis from Johns Hopkins University found

lockdowns had almost no impact at all on “Covid19” mortality, while

another paper on the “Determinants of COVID-19 Fatalities” published in

April of 2021 found:

*

15. Lockdowns kill people. �ere is strong evidence that lockdowns

– through social, economic and other public health damage – are

deadlier than the alleged “virus”.

Dr David Nabarro, World Health Organization special envoy for Covid-

19 described lockdowns as a “global catastrophe” in October 2020:

little evidence that lockdowns reduced fatalities

“

https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/florida-california.jpg?x41371
https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/uk-sweden-graph.jpg?x41371
https://sites.krieger.jhu.edu/iae/files/2022/01/A-Literature-Review-and-Meta-Analysis-of-the-Effects-of-Lockdowns-on-COVID-19-Mortality.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3832483
https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/01/could-the-covid19-response-be-more-deadly-than-the-virus/


A UN report from April 2020 warned of 100,000s of children being

killed by the economic impact of lockdowns, while tens of millions

more face possible poverty and famine.

Unemployment, poverty, suicide, alcoholism, drug use and other

social/mental health crises are spiking all over the world. While missed

and delayed surgeries and screenings have already seen increased

mortality from heart disease, cancer and other conditions in many

countries around the world.

A World Bank report from June 2021 estimated close to 100 million

people had been plunged extreme poverty by so-called “anti-Covid

measures”.

As of January 2023, healthcare services the world over are still

experiencing chaotic backlogs in treatment and diagnosis. �e knock-

on e�fects of lockdown will likely hurt public health for years.

�e impact of lockdown could account for any observed increases in

excess mortality.[33]

*

16. Babies born during lockdown have lower IQs. A study

done at Brown University found that children born a�ter March 2020

had, on average, IQs 21 points lower than previous generations,

concluding:

�is mirrors reports in older children (aged 4-5) of stunted

development of social skills and inability to read facial cues.

*

We in the World Health Organization do not advocate

lockdowns as the primary means of control of the

virus[…] it seems we may have a doubling of world

poverty by next year. We may well have at least a

doubling of child malnutrition […] This is a terrible,

ghastly global catastrophe.”

NEW!

questions remain regarding the impact of the work-

from-home, shelter-in-place, and other public health

policies that have limited social interaction and typical

childhood experiences on early child neurodevelopment.

“

“

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-children-un/u-n-warns-economic-downturn-could-kill-hundreds-of-thousands-of-children-in-2020-idUSKBN21Y2X7
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/un-pandemic-could-push-tens-of-millions-into-chronic-hunger/2020/07/13/0733e34e-c51e-11ea-a825-8722004e4150_story.html
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/06/1067432
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32275300/
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2020/05/covid-disruption-28-million-surgeries-cancelled.aspx
https://web.archive.org/web/20200724212540/https://amp.theguardian.com/society/2020/jun/01/millions-in-uk-miss-cancer-screenings-tests-and-treatments-due-to-covid-19
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/updated-estimates-impact-covid-19-global-poverty-turning-corner-pandemic-2021
https://web.archive.org/web/20230116084254/https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2023/01/15/why-health-care-services-are-in-chaos-everywhere
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.10.21261846v1.full.pdf
https://www.dumptheguardian.com/society/2022/apr/04/pandemic-has-delayed-social-skills-of-young-children-says-ofsted-chief


17. Hospitals were never unusually overburdened. �e

main argument used to defend lockdowns is that “�lattening the curve”

would prevent a rapid in�lux of cases and protect healthcare systems

from collapse. But most healthcare systems were never close to collapse

at all.

In March 2020 it was reported that hospitals in Spain and Italy were

over�lowing with patients, but this happens every �lu season. In 2017

Spanish hospitals were at 200% capacity, and 2015 saw patients

sleeping in corridors. A JAMA paper from March 2020 found that

Italian hospitals “typically run at 85-90% capacity in the winter months”.

In the UK, the NHS is regularly stretched to breaking point over the

winter.

As part of their Covid policy, the NHS announced in Spring of 2020

that they would be “re-organizing hospital capacity in new ways to treat Covid
and non-Covid patients separately” and that “as a result hospitals will experience
capacity pressures at lower overall occupancy rates than would previously have
been the case.”

�is means they removed thousands of beds.

Yes, during an alleged deadly pandemic, they actually reduced the

maximum occupancy of hospitals.

Despite this, the NHS never felt pressure beyond your typical �lu

season, and at times actually had 4x more empty beds than normal.

In both the UK and US millions were spent on temporary emergency

hospitals that were never used.

An article in Health Policy in November 2021 found that, in all of

Western Europe, the “surge capacity” of ICU beds was exceeded for

only one day – in Lombardy on April 3rd 2020.

*

18. �ere was a massive increase in the use of “unlawful”

DNRs. Watchdogs and government agencies reported huge increases

in the use of Do Not Resuscitate Orders (DNRs) in the years 2020-2021.

As early as March 2020, when the “pandemic” was still in its early

stages, there were already papers appearing in mainstream journals

predicting “unilateral” DNR usage, something which had “rarely had a
role prior to Covid”:

Updated

clinicians in some health care settings may unilaterally

decide to write a DNR order. This latter approach is not

uniformly accepted and, prior to COVID-19, it rarely
“

https://www.lasexta.com/noticias/nacional/el-hospital-madrileno-de-la-paz-colapsado-los-sindicatos-llevan-a-la-justicia-la-eliminacion-de-camas-video_201903195c90fbcf0cf2877038852c8e.html
https://elpais.com/ccaa/2015/01/13/madrid/1421182112_975809.html
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2763188
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/dec/02/nhs-winter-crisis-extra-beds-created-by-52-per-cent-of-uk-hospitals
https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/bed-availability-and-occupancy/
https://www.hsj.co.uk/acute-care/nhs-hospitals-have-four-times-more-empty-beds-than-normal/7027392.article
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-56327214
https://apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-ap-top-news-international-news-weekend-reads-manhattan-e593ba57f37206b495521503d7e5e4c5
https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/A-country-level-analysis-comparing-hospital-capacity-and-utilis_2022_Health-.pdf?x41371
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2763952


In the US, hospitals considered “universal DNRs” for any patient who

tested positive for Covid, and whistleblowing nurses have admitted the

DNR system was abused in New York.

In the UK there was an “unprecedented” rise in “illegal” DNRs for

disabled people, GP surgeries sent out letters to non-terminal patients

recommending they sign DNR orders, whilst other doctors signed

“blanket DNRs”  for entire nursing homes.

A study done by She��eld University found over one-third of all

“suspected” Covid patients had a DNR attached to their �le within 24

hours of hospital admission.

A paper published in the journal “Public Health Frontiers” in May

2021, made the “ethical” case for “unilateral” use of DNRs in Covid

patients:

Blanket use of coerced or illegal DNR orders could account for any

increases in mortality in 2020/21.[33]

*

PART V: VENTILATORS

19. Ventilation is NOT a treatment for respiratory

infections. Mechanical ventilation is not, and never has been,

recommended treatment for respiratory infection of any kind. In the

early days of the pandemic, many doctors came forward questioning

the use of ventilators to treat “Covid”.

had a role. During this pandemic, however, in extreme

situations such as a patient with severe underlying

chronic illness and acute cardiopulmonary failure who is

getting worse despite maximal therapy, there may be a

role for a unilateral DNR to reduce the risk of medically

futile CPR to patients, families, and health care

workers.

Some countries were forced to adopt a unilateral DNR

policy for certain patient groups […] In the current

di��cult situation…di��cult decisions are to be made.

Societal rather than individual bene�ts might prevail.

Updated

“

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/03/25/coronavirus-patients-do-not-resucitate/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/11/watch-perspectives-on-the-pandemic-9/
https://www.hsj.co.uk/coronavirus/unprecedented-number-of-dnr-orders-for-learning-disabilities-patients/7027480.article
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/health/covid-do-not-resuscitate-nhs-b1816413.html
https://www.pulsetoday.co.uk/news/regulation/cqc-to-review-blanket-do-not-resuscitate-orders/
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/do-not-resuscitate-orders-were-common-patients-admitted-suspected-covid-19
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8149588/#B24


Writing in �e Spectator, Dr Matt Strauss stated:

German Pulmonologist Dr �omas Voshaar, chairman of the

Association of Pneumatological Clinics said:

Despite this, the WHO, CDC, ECDC and NHS all “recommended”

Covid patients be ventilated instead of using non-invasive methods.

�is was not a medical policy designed to best treat the patients, but

rather to reduce the hypothetical spread of Covid by preventing

patients from exhaling aerosol droplets, this was made clear in

o��cially published guidelines.

*

20. Ventilators kill people. Putting someone on a ventilator who is

su�fering from in�luenza, pneumonia, chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease, or any other condition which restricts breathing or a�fects the

lungs, will not alleviate any of those symptoms. In fact, it will almost

certainly make it worse, and will kill many of them.

Intubation tubes are a potential source of  an infection known as

“ventilator-associated pneumonia”, which studies show a�fects up to

28% of all people put on ventilators, and kills 20-55% of those

infected.

Mechanical ventilation is also damaging to the physical structure of the

lungs, resulting in “ventilator-induced lung injury”, which can

dramatically impact quality of life, and even result in death.

Experts estimate 40-50% of ventilated patients die, regardless of their

disease. Around the world, between 66 and 86% of all “Covid patients”

put on ventilators died.

Ventilators do not cure any disease. They can �ll your

lungs with air when you �nd yourself unable to do so

yourself. They are associated with lung diseases in the

public’s consciousness, but this is not in fact their most

common or most appropriate application.

When we read the �rst studies and reports from China

and Italy, we immediately asked ourselves why

intubation was so common there. This contradicted our

clinical experience with viral pneumonia.

“

“

https://archive.is/KX5IQ#selection-4609.23-4621.63
https://www.who.int/news-room/commentaries/detail/modes-of-transmission-of-virus-causing-covid-19-implications-for-ipc-precaution-recommendations
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/infection-control-recommendations.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Finfection-control%2Fcontrol-recommendations.html
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/Infection-prevention-control-for-the-care-of-patients-with-2019-nCoV-healthcare-settings_update-31-March-2020.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20201105022131/https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/wp-content/uploads/sites/52/2020/03/clinical-management-of-persons-admitted-to-hospita-v1-19-march-2020.pdf
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/patient-safety-outcomes/new-guidelines-for-hospitals-providing-cpr-to-covid-19-patients.html
https://www.atsjournals.org/doi/full/10.1164/ajrccm.165.7.2105078
https://europepmc.org/article/med/3706887
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S027252311630079X?via%3Dihub
https://www.webmd.com/lung/news/20200415/ventilators-helping-or-harming-covid-19-patients#1
https://apnews.com/article/health-us-news-ap-top-news-international-news-virus-outbreak-8ccd325c2be9bf454c2128dcb7bd616d


According to the “undercover nurse”, ventilators were being used so

improperly in New York, they were destroying patients’ lungs:

�is policy was negligence at best and potentially deliberate murder at

worst. �is misuse of ventilators could account for any increase in

mortality in 2020/21 [33]

*

PART VI: MASKS

21. Masks don’t work. At least a dozen scienti�c studies have

shown that masks do nothing to stop the spread of respiratory viruses.

One meta-analysis published by the CDC in May 2020 found “no
signi�cant reduction in in�luenza transmission with the use of face masks”.

A Canadian review from July 2020 found “limited evidence that the use of
masks might reduce the risk of viral respiratory infections”.

Another study with over 8000 subjects found masks “did not seem to be
e�fective against laboratory-con�rmed viral respiratory infections nor against
clinical respiratory infection.”

�ere are literally too many to quote them all, but you can read them: [1]

[2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10] Or read a summary by SPR here.

While some studies have been done claiming to show mask do work for

Covid, they are all seriously �lawed. One relied on self-reported surveys

as data. Another was so badly designed that a panel of experts

demanded it be withdrawn. A third was withdrawn a�ter its

predictions proved entirely incorrect.

�e WHO commissioned its own meta-analysis in the Lancet, but that

study looked only at N95 masks and only in hospitals. [For a full

rundown on the bad data in this study click here.]
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Updated

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article
https://www.cfp.ca/content/66/7/509
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0240287
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M20-6817
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/covid-19-face-masks-community-first-update.pdf
https://www.cebm.net/covid-19/masking-lack-of-evidence-with-politics/
https://www.cochrane.org/CD006207/ARI_do-physical-measures-such-hand-washing-or-wearing-masks-stop-or-slow-down-spread-respiratory-viruses
https://escipub.com/irjph-2021-08-1005/
https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/5.0057100
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/04/commentary-masks-all-covid-19-not-based-sound-data
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2006372
https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/4/e006577
https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/html/10.1055/a-1174-6591
https://swprs.org/face-masks-and-covid-the-evidence/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-24115-7
https://reason.com/2020/06/22/prominent-researchers-say-a-widely-cited-study-on-wearing-masks-is-badly-flawed/
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.21.20208728v2
https://swprs.org/who-mask-study-seriously-flawed/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIDsKdeFOmQ


Aside from scienti�c evidence, there’s plenty of real-world evidence

that masks do nothing to halt the spread of disease.

For example, North Dakota and South Dakota had near-identical

“case” �gures, despite one having a mask mandate and the other not:

In Kansas, counties without mask mandates actually had fewer Covid

“cases”  than counties with mask mandates. And despite masks being

very common in Japan, they had their worst �lu outbreak in decades in

2019.

Not only do masks not work, but it was widely known they did not work
before 2020.

A 2016 literature review published in the Journal of Oral Health found:

(�is study was quietly removed from the journal’s website in June

2020, because it was “no longer relevant in the current climate”.)

Another study, published in 2020 but carried out in 2019, found:

In his 2020 review, “Masks Don’t Work”, Dr Denis Rancourt cites studies

from 2009, 2010, 2012, 2016, 2017 and 2019…none of which found any

signi�cant bene�t at all from wearing a mask.

And, most tellingly, in their own report on in�luenza from 2019, the

WHO itself noted that:

there are no convincing scienti�c data that support the

e�fectiveness of masks for respiratory protection.

no signi�cant e�fect of face masks on transmission of

laboratory-con�rmed in�luenza.

“

“

https://www.grandforksherald.com/newsmd/coronavirus/6824462-North-Dakota-got-a-mask-mandate-South-Dakota-didnt.-COVID-19-cases-have-plummeted-in-both
https://off-guardian.org/wp-content/medialibrary/35950359_1609461256265.png?x41371
https://sentinelksmo.org/more-deception-kdhe-hid-data-to-justify-mask-mandate/
https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2019/02/01/Millions-in-Japan-affected-as-flu-outbreak-grips-country/9191549043797/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/09/23/is-evidence-masks-dont-work-being-purged-from-the-internet/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7181938/
https://denisrancourt.ca/entries.php?id=8&name=2020_04_11_masks_dont_work_a_review_of_science_relevant_to_covid_19_social_policy
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/329438/9789241516839-eng.pdf#page=9


*

22. Masks are bad for your health. Wearing a mask for long

periods, wearing the same mask more than once, and other aspects of

cloth masks can be bad for your health. A long study on the detrimental

e�fects of mask-wearing was recently published by the International
Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health

Dr. James Meehan reported in August 2020 he was seeing increases in

bacterial pneumonia, fungal infections, and facial rashes.

Masks are also known to contain plastic micro�bers, which damage

the lungs when inhaled and may be potentially carcinogenic.

Childen wearing masks encourages mouth-breathing, which results in

facial deformities.

People around the world have passed out due to CO2 poisoning while

wearing their masks, and some children in China even su�fered sudden

cardiac arrest.

Moreover, masks may actually increase the likelihood of respiratory

disease, a trial of cloth masks from 2015 found that:

While a new study published in July 2022 found that masks, especially

those worn more than once, were breeding grounds for both bacteria

and fungal microbes.

Another peer-reviewed paper on mask e�fectiveness, from April 2022,

found:

there is no evidence that [masks are] e�fective in

reducing transmission

Updated

Moisture retention, reuse of cloth masks and poor

�ltration may result in an increased risk of infection.

While no cause-e�fect conclusions could be inferred from

this observational analysis, the lack of negative

correlations between mask usage and COVID-19 cases

and deaths suggest that the widespread use of masks

[…] was not able to reduce COVID-19 transmission.

Moreover, the moderate positive correlation between

“

“

“

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8072811/pdf/ijerph-18-04344.pdf#page37
https://www.globalresearch.ca/medical-doctor-warns-bacterial-pneumonias-rise-mask-wearing
https://off-guardian.org/2020/11/06/face-masks-a-danger-to-our-planet-our-children-ourselves/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20129889/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/24/driver-crashes-car-after-passing-out-from-wearing-n95-mask/
https://www.thatsmags.com/china/post/31100/student-deaths-lead-schools-to-adjust-rules-on-masks-while-exercising
https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/5/4/e006577
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-15409-x
https://www.cureus.com/articles/93826-correlation-between-mask-compliance-and-covid-19-outcomes-in-europe#!/


*

23. Masks are bad for the planet.Millions upon millions of

disposable masks have been used per month for over a year. A report

from the UN found the Covid19 pandemic will likely result in plastic

waste more than doubling in the next few years., and the vast majority

of that is face masks.

�e report goes on to warn these masks (and other medical waste) will

clog sewage and irrigation systems, which will have knock-on e�fects

on public health, irrigation and agriculture.

A study from the University of Swansea found “heavy metals and plastic
�bres were released when throw-away masks were submerged in water.” �ese

materials are toxic to both people and wildlife.

Another study, published in 2022, found that:

*

PART VII: VACCINES

24. Covid “vaccines” are totally unprecedented. Before 2020

no successful vaccine against a human coronavirus had ever been

developed.

Following the advent of “Covid”, we allegedly made over 20 of them in 18
months.

Scientists have been trying to develop a SARS and MERS vaccine for

years with little success. Some of the failed SARS vaccines actually

caused hypersensitivity to the SARS virus. Meaning that vaccinated

mice could potentially get the disease more severely than unvaccinated

mice. Another attempt caused liver damage in ferrets.

Whereas the theory behind traditional vaccines is that exposing the

body to a weakened strain of a microorganism will trigger an immune

response, many of these new Covid “vaccines” are mRNA vaccines.

mask usage and deaths in Western Europe also

suggests that the universal use of masks may have had

harmful unintended consequences.

Updated

disposable face masks and plastic gloves could pose an

ongoing risk to wildlife for tens if not hundreds of years.“

https://off-guardian.org/2020/11/06/face-masks-a-danger-to-our-planet-our-children-ourselves/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7430241/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-56972074
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/news/2022/august/pandemic-face-masks-could-harm-wildlife-for-years-to-come.html
https://www.abc.net.au/news/health/2020-04-17/coronavirus-vaccine-ian-frazer/12146616
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_COVID-19_vaccine_authorizations
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3335060/
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2004/12/sars-vaccine-linked-liver-damage-ferret-study
https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/five-things-you-need-know-about-mrna-vaccines.html


mRNA (messenger ribonucleic acid) vaccines theoretically work by

injecting viral mRNA into the body, where it replicates inside your cells

and encourages your body to recognise, and make antigens for, the

“spike proteins” of the virus.

mRNA vaccines have been the subject of research since the 1990s, but

before 2020 no mRNA vaccine was ever approved for use on humans.

Yet, following the advent of Covid, two di�ferent companies made two

supposedly “safe and e�fective” mRNA vaccines within weeks of each other.

*

25. “Covid vaccines” do not confer immunity or prevent

transmission. It is readily admitted that Covid “vaccines” do

not confer immunity from infection and do not prevent you from

passing the disease onto others. Indeed, an article in the British

Medical Journal highlighted that the vaccine trials were not designed

to even try and assess if the “vaccines” limited transmission.

�e vaccine manufacturers themselves, upon releasing the untested

mRNA gene therapies, were quite clear their product’s “e��cacy” was

based on “reducing the severity of symptoms”.

In October 2022 P�zer executive Janine Small, testifying in front of

the EU parliament, admitted that P�zer never even tested if their

vaccine prevented transmission of “Covid” prior to its release to the

public.

*

26. �e vaccines were rushed and have unknown long-

term e�fects. Vaccine development is a slow, laborious process.

Usually, from development through testing and �nally being approved

for public use takes many years. �e various vaccines for Covid were all

developed and approved in less than a year.

Moderna’s own website admits “it normally takes 10-15 years to develop a
vaccine”, but boasts of producing their SpikeVax “within 2 months”

Obviously, there can be no long-term safety data on chemicals that are

less than a year old.

P�zer even admits this is true in the leaked supply contract between

the pharmaceutical giant, and the government of Albania:

Updated

Updated

the long-term e�fects and e��cacy of the Vaccine are not

currently known and that there may be adverse e�fects

of the Vaccine that are not currently known

“

http://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2015/rna-vaccines-a-novel-technology-to-prevent-and-treat-disease/
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4037
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/22/one-vaccine-protection-severe-covid-evidence
https://twitter.com/TrueNorthCentre/status/1579830040858329089?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1579830040858329089%7Ctwgr%5E94828d244604f3ee97f678a097dea83ebf9d6bd5%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Foff-guardian.org%2F2022%2F10%2F12%2Fpfizer-exec-admits-we-never-tested-vaccine-against-transmission%2F
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/vaccine-development-barriers-coronavirus/
https://www.modernatx.com/
https://www.modernatx.com/patents?
https://gogo.al/ekskluzive-kontrata-sekrete-e-qeverise-me-pfizer-per-vaksinat/


Further, none of the vaccines have been subject to proper trials. Many

of them skipped early-stage trials entirely, and the late-stage human

trials have either not been peer-reviewed, have not released their data,

will not �nish until 2023 or were abandoned a�ter “severe adverse

e�fects”.

*

27. Vaccine manufacturers have been granted legal

indemnity should they cause harm. �e USA’s Public Readiness

and Emergency Preparedness Act (PREP) grants immunity until at

least 2024.

�e EU’s product licensing law does the same, and there are reports of

con�dential liability clauses in the contracts the EU signed with

vaccine manufacturers.

�e UK went even further, granting permanent legal indemnity to the

government, and any employees thereof, for any harm done when a

patient is being treated for Covid19 or “suspected Covid19”.

Again, the leaked Albanian contract suggests that P�zer, at least, made

this indemnity a standard demand of supplying Covid vaccines:

*

28. Covid “vaccines” carry a signi�cant risk of adverse

side e�fects. �e experimental Covid vaccines have potentially caused

dozens of severe conditions in millions of people. �ese include

myocarditis (especially in young boys), blood clots, allergic reactions,

skin conditions, Bell’s Palsy, menstrual irregularities and more. [For a

detailed breakdown of these conditions, click here]

�e US CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) has

received twice as many reports since the covid vaccine rollout than all

previous years combined.

Purchaser hereby agrees to indemnify, defend and hold

harmless P�zer […] from and against any and all suits,

claims, actions, demands, losses, damages, liabilities,

settlements, penalties, �nes, costs and expenses

NEW!

“

https://off-guardian.org/2021/01/03/what-vaccine-trials/
https://web.archive.org/web/20201128213442/https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/results/NCT04516746
https://web.archive.org/web/20201229112508/https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/study/NCT04540393
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/16/covid-vaccine-side-effects-compensation-lawsuit.html
https://fullfact.org/health/unlicensed-vaccine-manufacturers-are-immune-some-not-all-civil-liability/
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-eu-vaccine-idUKKCN26D0UG
https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/08/coronavirus-fact-check-2-the-emergency-powers-will-only-last-2-years/
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.30.21262866v1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8313538/
https://swprs.org/covid-vaccine-adverse-events/
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/ensuringsafety/monitoring/vaers/index.html


Source: OpenVAERS

*

PART VIII: MORTALITY DATA

29. �e survival rate of “Covid” is over 99%. Government

medical experts went out of their way to underline, from the beginning

of the pandemic, that the vast majority of the population are not in any danger
from Covid.

A new global review of Covid data, published in October 2022 by

Stanford epidemiologist John Ioannidis (et al) found a median fatality

rate of just 0.07% in people younger than 70 years old.

Almost all antibody studies on the infection-fatality ratio (IFR) of Covid

have returned results between 0.04% and 0.5%. Meaning, assuming for

a moment that “covid” ever existed as a discrete disease at all, its

survival rate was at least 99.5%.

*

30. �e vast majority of “covid deaths” have serious

comorbidities. In March 2020, the Italian government published
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statistics showing 99.2% of their “Covid deaths” had at least one serious

comorbidity.

�ese included cancer, heart disease, dementia, Alzheimer’s, kidney

failure and diabetes (among others). Over 50% of them had three or

more serious pre-existing conditions.

�is pattern has held up in all other countries over the course of the

“pandemic”. An October 2020 FOIA request to the UK’s ONS revealed

less than 10% of the o��cial “Covid death” count at that time had

Covid as the sole cause of death.

In summary, the vast majority of “Covid deaths” were very frail people.

�is was interpreted by the press as old age or in�rmity being “risk

factors” for “Covid”. However, it could be more accurately said that the

number one risk factor for “dying of covid” was already dying of something
else.

*

31. Average age of “Covid death” is greater than the average

life expectancy. �e average age of a “Covid death” in the UK is 82.5

years. In Italy, it’s 86. Germany, 83. Switzerland, 86. Canada, 86. �e

US, 78, Australia, 82.

In almost all cases the median age of a “Covid death” is higher than the
national life expectancy.

Research from March 2021 found that, across the eight studied

countries, more than 64% of all “Covid deaths” occurred in people over

the national life expectancy.

As such, for most of the world, the “pandemic” had little-to-no impact

on life expectancy. Contrast this with the Spanish �lu, which saw a 28%

drop in life expectancy in the US in just over a year. [source]

*

32. Covid mortality exactly mirrors the natural mortality

curve.Statistical studies from the UK and India have shown that the

curve for “Covid death” follows the curve for expected mortality almost

exactly:
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�e risk of death “from Covid” follows, almost exactly, your background

risk of death in general.

�e small increase for some of the older age groups can be accounted

for by other factors.[15][18][20][28]

*

33. �ere has been NO unusual excess mortality. �e

global death toll of “Covid”, even with exaggerated statistics [13], was

never high enough to justify the draconian responses we saw from

most world governments.

In three years of “covid”, there have been roughly 6.8 million “Covid

deaths”, or 2.3 million per year. �at’s 0.03% of the global population.

For comparison’s sake, the Spanish Flu of 1918 killed 25-100 million

people in two years, or between 0.7 and 2.8% of the global population

per year.

�e press has called 2020 the UK’s “deadliest year since world war two”, but
this is misleading because it ignores the massive increase in the
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population since that time. A more reasonable statistical measure of

mortality is Age-Standardised Mortality Rate (ASMR):

By this measure, 2020 isn’t even the worst year for mortality since 2000.
In fact, since 1943 only 9 years have been better than 2020.

Similarly, in the US the ASMR for 2020 is only at 2004 levels:

Sweden, which famously did not lockdown, saw their all-cause

mortality hit levels previously seen in 2012:

�e World Bank’s mortality dataset estimates that 2020 saw the crude

global death rate increase from ~7.6 to 8, or a return to the level seen

from 2006-2011.
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From May of 2021, the World Health Organization began to discuss the

“true cost of the pandemic”, promoting e�forts to further in�late the

pandemic’s death toll by attributing all excess deaths since 2020 to

Covid. However, since any increases in mortality could be attributable

to non-Covid causes [facts 15, 18, 20 & 28] that is either irrational or

intentional deception.

Further, there is strong evidence any excess deaths had nothing to do

with “Covid”, since excess deaths have continued to increase even as

Covid cases reportedly decline. As reported in the Spectator in

November 2022:

It’s not just the UK either, as Toby Green and �omas Fazi wrote for

Unherd on January 30th:

�at excess deaths have continued to increase despite the “pandemic”

allegedly slowing down is evidence that any excess mortality may never

have been caused by “Covid”, but was in fact due to other factors (eg. the

economic and social fallout of lockdown policies and potentially the

distribution of untested and unnecessary “vaccines”).

PART IX: PLANNING & DECEPTION

34. �e EU was preparing “vaccine passports” at least a

YEAR before the pandemic began. Proposed COVID

countermeasures, presented to the public as improvised emergency

measures, have existed since before the emergence of the disease.

Two EU documents published in 2018, the “2018 State of Vaccine
Con�dence” and a technical report titled “Designing and implementing an
immunisation information system” discussed the plausibility of an EU-

wide vaccination monitoring system.

�ese documents were combined into the 2019 “Vaccination Roadmap”,

which (among other things) established a “feasibility study” on vaccine

Why are excess deaths higher now than during Covid?

…despite relatively low Covid death rates, overall excess

deaths in all age groups in Europe in 2022 were as high

as in 2020 and higher than 2021 — even in the oldest

cohorts. Beyond Europe, the situation is much the

same…
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passports to begin in 2019 and �nish in 2021:

�is report’s �nal conclusions were released to the public in

September 2019, just a month before Event 201 (below).

In fact, vaccination and immunisation programs have been recognised

as “an entry point for digital identity” since at least 2018.

Founded in 2016, ID2020 is a corporate-governmental “alliance”

dedicated to “providing digital identity to all”. In March 2018 the

ID2020 published an article headlined “Immunization: an entry point for
digital identity”, in which the author argues:

ID2020 was founded jointly by Microso�t, the Rockefeller Foundation

and GAVI the Vaccine Alliance. Its “partners” include Facebook, and the

UN.

*

35. A “training exercise” predicted the pandemic just weeks

before it started. In October 2019 the World Economic Forum and

Johns Hopkins University held Event 201. �is was a training exercise

based on a zoonotic coronavirus starting a worldwide pandemic. �e

exercise was sponsored by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and

GAVI the vaccine alliance.

�e exercise published its �ndings and recommendations in November

2019 as a “call to action”. One month later, China recorded their �rst

case of “Covid”.

*

36. Covid-sceptic world leaders “died suddenly”. Multiple

political leaders who opposed the World Health Organization’s Covid

policies died unexpectedly, only to see their anti-WHO covid policies

reversed immediately by their successors.

Immunization poses a huge opportunity to scale digital

identity
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On the 3rd of May 2020, President Pierre Nkurunzia of Burundi

dismissed Covid as “a hoax”. �ree days later the Council on Foreign

Relations warned of “dangerous trends in Burundi’s democracy”.

On May 14th 2020 Nkurunzia formally expelled the WHO

representatives from Burundi. Less than a month later, he died “of a

sudden illness”. His successor labelled Covid “our biggest enemy”, and

invited the WHO back.

�ere was an almost identical situation in Tanzania, where Covid-

sceptic president John Magufuli questioned the accuracy of the PCR

tests and banned the use of Covid vaccines in his country.

In March 2021, Magufuli disappeared from public view for weeks.

Again, the Council on Foreign Relations published an article calling for

his removal, and again it was reported he had died suddenly.

His successor reversed course on Covid immediately, enforcing

quarantines, social distancing and mask-wearing, as well as signing

Tanzania up to the WHO’s vaccine program and jabbing 10 million of

her citizens.

*

37. During the “Covid “pandemic”, the Flu almost

completely “disappeared”. In the United States, since February

2020, in�luenza cases have allegedly dropped by over 98%.

It’s not just the US either, in September 2020 the US CDC reported

that �lu activity was markedly decreased in the US, Australia, South

Africa and Chile.

In April of 2021, Scienti�c American published an article headlined:

Flu Has Disappeared for More Than a Year

“
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�e explanation given is that anti-Covid measures – eg. masks and

lockdowns – stopped �lu spreading. But we have established that masks

and lockdowns do not halt the spread of respiratory illnesses[14][21].

In short, globally, the �lu almost completely disappeared throughout

2020 and 2021, and that cannot be explained by anti-Covid measures.

Meanwhile, a new disease called “Covid”, which has identical symptoms

[1] and a similar mortality rate [29] to in�luenza, was apparently

a�fecting all the people normally a�fected by the �lu.

*

PART X: PROFIT & MOTIVE

38. �e Covid pandemic advanced a pre-existing

political agenda. From its earliest days, Covid was used as an excuse

to push through reforms of food, identity and monetary systems, as

well as advance “green” agendas that centralise both global and national

power.

As early as March 2020, former UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown was

calling for a “global government”  to tackle the pandemic.

�e pandemic also saw an increase in censorship and surveillance

powers, both in China and the West.

In September 2018, the important role of “digital identity” in the future

“social contract” was a major talking point at Davos. By December

2020, �e Economist reported that “Covid-19 spurs national plans to give
citizens digital identities”.

In January 2019, it was reported the Bank of International Settlements

and 70 central banks around the world were involved in research on

central bank digital currencies (CBDCs). In July 2021 FinTech times

reported that the pandemic had “accelerated the development of Central
Bank Digital Currencies by up to �ve years”,

�roughout 2019, articles and papers called for a “radical

transformation”  of the global food system. By 2021 Deloitte was

reporting that “Covid” had “accelerated food transformation”.

�e Grantham Institute of Imperial College, London published an

article claiming Covid had allowed expert opinion “a foot in the door” so

they could “strongly advocate for a ‘net-zero emissions’ recovery and a resilient
future.”

Finally, the pandemic opened the door for sweeping globalist changes

to public health policies in the form of the proposed “Pandemic

Treaty”.
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*

39. Corporations saw MASSIVE pro�ts due to Covid.

Companies in multiple sectors saw huge pro�ts due to the “pandemic”,

most of which arose from increases in government spending putting

public money in private hands.

�e global market for facemasks, for example, expanded by over

15000%, from $1.4 billion in 2019 to $225 billion in 2020. And that’s just

facemasks, not other forms of personal protective equipment (PPE)

which all saw massive increases in both personal and government

spending.

In the UK alone, the cost of simply storing this PPE surged to over 1

billion pounds, with another £4 billion worth of unused PPE simply

thrown away, and other write-o�fs totalling nearly £10 billion.

Rubber gloves and hand sanitzers also saw huge upticks in their market

thanks to government spending. A lot of this money was completely

wasted as products expired.

Amazon saw its pro�ts double thanks to covid, and streaming

platforms added millions of new users thanks to lockdowns

However, the biggest pro�ts were seen in the vaccine sector. Since the

vaccine rollout, pharmaceutical companies have made roughly �1000 a

second.

In late 2019, P�zer’s revenues were the lowest they had been since 2010,

two years later they had increased by 150%, and were the highest they

had ever been.

Within months of the vaccine rollout, 9 vaccine manufacturers had

becomes billionaires. By May of 2022, that number had risen to 40.

*

40. �e elite have made fortunes during the pandemic.

It is not just pharmaceutical companies that have pro�ted from Covid,

since the beginning of lockdown the wealthiest people have become

signi�cantly wealthier.

In October 2020, Business Insider reported that “billionaires saw their
net worth increase by half a trillion dollars” in just the �rst six months of

the pandemic.

By April 2021 Forbes was reporting that 40 new billionaires have been

created “�ghting the coronavirus”.

�at process has only accelerated.

As of May 2022, the number of new billionaires created by the

pandemic stood at 543. Or roughly one every 30 hours for the previous
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two years. �at includes 40 new billionaires in the pharmaceutical

sector alone.

Meanwhile, the share of the world’s wealth held by billionaires has

increased from 10% in 2019 to 14% in 2022, a greater increase than the

previous 16 years combined.

Altogether, the richest people in the world increased their collective

wealth by over �ve trillion dollars in the past three years, all thanks to

Covid.

*

CONCLUSION

I made a point of saying, in the introduction of this piece, that it was

being updated not just in terms of facts but in terms of approach. Now

I will clarify.

When the �rst edition of this list was published, “Covid” was still a live

�re exercise. A sprawling propaganda war, where facts were

ammunition and supply lines were strained. It needed to be what it was

– short, to the point and easily accessible.

�ese days the pandemic front is a quieter place. A muddy ruin of a

battle�eld, dotted with bodies and limp banners on broken staves. Le�t

to the scavengers, as both sides prepare for the next big push.

“Covid” is being gently dialled down in preference for talk of Ukraine,

climate change, and even “the next pandemic”.

Our world has not returned to “normal” – and likely never will – but

while the transformation remains in place, the agent of that initial

change is slowly being pushed aside by new fronts in the Great Reset’s

war for control of the world.

Now we �nd there is space – and time – to survey the “Covid” narrative

in full, and tell the real story of the “pandemic” that turned the world

upside down, in order to better empty its pockets.

�e previous edition of this list was le�t intentionally free of any

interpretation on the part of the author. �at the facts were le�t to speak

for themselves, and that they did. Indeed, they still do.

But nevertheless, as a closing statement to the worldwide jury, I want to

summarize the story these facts narrate to us.

Through 2017, ’18 and ’19, various international and

global bodies put plans in place – or discussed the

possibility of – worldwide vaccination drives,

•
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including how they could be used to facilitate the

introduction of digital passports linked to medical

records.

In late 2019, an international exercise was held

focused on a hypothetical zoonotic coronavirus

causing a worldwide pandemic and planning a

possible response.

•

Just two months later , it was claimed that an

allegedly real zoonotic coronavirus had begun

infecting people. The “new disease” had typical flu-

like symptoms and very similar death rate to

seasonal flu-like diseases. Coincidentally, in this

period cases of flu reportedly dropped to almost

zero.

•

Tests for this “new virus” were rushed out, skipping

the usual peer review process.

•

Mass testing of asymptomatic people was used to

create “covid cases”, while mass testing of those

already dying in hospital was used to create “covid

deaths”.

•

As a “response” to the “pandemic”, lockdowns were

introduced, crippling the economy and causing

massive increases in poverty, malnutrition, drug and

alcohol abuse and mental health problems. Whilst

also ensuring people suffering real health problems

would avoid hospitals out of fear.

•

Meanwhile, in hospitals, “covid guidelines” resulted

in murderous abuse of DNR orders and mechanical

ventilation.

•

These measures k i l led people, helping to create the

increases in excess mortality which could be officially

blamed on “Covid”, but which have not declined

despite “Covid cases” reducing in number.

•

Masks, and social distancing were enforced on the

public – despite their own research showing they are

ineffective – in order to increase public fear and

acted as literally the only visual evidence anything

was happening at all.

•

Under the guise of this fake “pandemic”, the greatest

single exchange of public money into private hands

of all time took place.

•

The “pandemic” also allowed for a massive

centralisation of power – both on the national and

global level. Leaders of almost every nation on Earth

seized more power for themselves by playing along,

and those who refused were killed.

•



�ese are the vital facts of the pandemic, and they tell only one story.

“Covid” was a design. A fake disease, created to sell a very real agenda.

�is is the only rational explanation of all the evidence we have.

�e “o��cial story” doesn’t hold water. If Covid were a real disease and a

real pandemic it would not require corrupt testing practices and

statistical sleight-of-hand to spread. If it was really deadly, they would

not need to rely on statistical manipulation to create “Covid deaths”. If

the powers-that-be were being honest they would never have

introduced “public health” measures that their own research says don’t

work.

�e idea it was all a snowball of mistakes – a perfect storm of public

panic, governmental incompetence and corporate greed – likewise falls

short of an all-encompassing explanation, as it fails to account for the

many acts of proli�c and deliberate dishonesty, and again asks us to

believe that Event 201 was merely a coincidence.

�e “lab leak” or “bio weapon” theory – that “Covid” is a real disease

either accidentally or deliberately released on the public – does not �t

either, neither factually or logically. Factually, as with the o��cial

version, a real virus would not require fake statistics to spread. While

logically, there is the problem of control.

As Mike Yeadon put it in his recent article:

No, the only story which holds together is that “covid” was a

psychological operation on a global scale. �e biggest and broadest

propaganda campaign of all time, with the singular aim of breaking the

world apart, and remaking it in a new globalist image.

Finally, and most importantly, “Covid” allowed for a

rapid acceleration of a political agenda which aspires

to reshape the world into a dystopian horror show.

Digital surveillance, mandated medical procedures,

curfews, police brutality and censorship all became

further normalised under the guise of “protecting

public health”. While programs such as digital

currency, “food reform” and “green new deal” policies

all saw marked increases in the speed of their

development.

•

the e�fect of a released novel pathogen couldn’t be

predicted accurately. It might burn out rapidly. Or it

might turn out to be quite a lot more lethal than they’d

expected, demolishing advanced civilisations.
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In fact, they kept telling us this was the case. A “great reset” in order to

“build back better” towards a “new normal”. �ey made no secret of

their intention:

“Covid” was – and is – a deceptive means to a malignant end. We need

to see that, understand it, and remember it. Because unless we

properly disect and comprehend the scale and methodology of this

propaganda, we will be similarly vulnerable to the same methods the

next time they are deployed.

While the means may be retired, the end will always remain.

�eir new world exists now, all around us. But it is only half-built, and

the distinct and �nal aim of everything they do and say moving forward

will be working to its completion.

�at’s the silver lining of “Covid”, if you want to �nd one. For want of a

better analogy, the mask has slipped. We caught a glimpse of Zappa’s

brick wall. Now we know what they really want.

�ey want control – over everything and everyone. �ey want to reduce

us – reduce our intellects, our means, our health and our rights. �ey

want to accelerate our slow crawl to tyranny and build a global work

camp surrounded by imaginary evils that hypnotise the inmates into

thinking the barbed wire is for their own good…because it keeps the

monsters out.

Simply put, they want to �nish what “Covid” started. But as long we see

them, and understand them, they will never be able to.
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Zeal  Mar 24, 2023 7:43 PM

This is fantastic. I have never commented before, but I was starting to get bogged down in that
complacent fog that everyone wants us to get bogged down in, like the lotus eaters we’re
encouaged to be, and reading this reminded me WHY everything the phoney pandemic stood for
was so wrong!!

Thank you O�f-Guardian. I am reawakened!
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flem  Mar 24, 2023 8:39 PM

Regarding point 36 “Multiple political leaders who opposed the World Health Organization’s Covid
policies died unexpectedly”
Wasn’t there more suspicious examples of similar incidences? – eg a failed assassinatin attempt on
Madagascar’s president, Andry Rajoelina, in 2021 (two Frenchmen later convicted). Rajoelina was
outspoken against Covid jabs.
The president of Haiti was assassinated too. He had earlier rejected shipments of the AstraZeneca
jab.
Also, deaths of Swaziland and Ivory Coast leaders are suspicious

39 0 Reply

el Gallinazo  Mar 25, 2023 5:46 PM

As a former chemistry teacher, I would give the report above an A+. However, I would suggest in the

next edition that the following issues might be mentioned.

1) The details of Remdesivir’s lethal kidney toxicity which prematurely ended its “ebola trials” be
mentioned, perhaps alongside of the ventilator issue. Fauci’s homicidal involvement might also be
mentioned. The use of midazolam to “terminate” many thousands of nursing home residents in the
UK might also be mentioned in the same context.

2) The fact is that Christian Drosten based his rt-PCR probes on the Chinese genome data which did
not mention its methodology, but even more importantly, was derived from only one sick
individual. Amazingly unscienti�c. BTW, the German university from which Drosten received his
PhD thesis in virology has “lost” it. The raw material from the Chinese data involved genetic
sequences for this patient is �lawed. The longer sequences were discarded as too time consuming
for their computers to deal with regarding constructing a genome. Using the shorter sequences,
their computers came up with over a million possibilities of how these short sequences might be
put together. The “correct” one was chosen by a ballot of “experts” based on its closeness to SARS-
CoV-1, which also was never properly sequenced. The fact that the non-existent “novel” virus was
never properly analyzed for its genetic sequence also shows the scam for the later variants
(deviants?).

3) The data from the recent interview (March 2023) of Sasha Latypova by RFK Jr. gives proof that
neither P�zer – BioNTech, or Moderna ever manufactured the “vaccine” glop. It was farmed out by
contract to perhaps thousands of companies by the US Department of Defense, which owned the
glop from its manufacture until it was injected into the arms of the victims. Thus it is technically
the�t for anyone to obtain sample ampules for analysis without the DoD’s permission. It is probable
that neither P�zer or Moderna knew or know what was in it. Just follow order and you will make a
shitload of money. The vaccine was contracted by the DoD as a weapon-like “countermeasure,” and
was never mentioned in its contracts as a vaccine or even a pharmaceutical, and thus bypassed any
legal restrictions for testing it as well as its exact nature or meeting “quality” requirements. The
testing by P�zer and Moderna was total kabuki theater and had no regulatory signi�cance beyond
its disinformational value. When P�zer was recently sued for fraud against the government, its
lawyers responded that the federal government was totally aware of its fraudulent nature, and
thus it could not be legally construed as fraud.

33 0 Reply

Paul Vonharnish  Mar 26, 2023 2:22 PM

 Reply to  

Even if all these assertions prove to be factual evidence, the evidence will never be introduced
in a court of law.

I can boldly say this, as it is obvious that the civilian public (You know? > The injured party) has
no clue as to how to �le Civil A��davits in courts of Law, how to contact States Attorneys
General, or what Grand Jury proceedings are intrinsically capable of.

They piss and moan and refuse to investigate all legal or Lawful options

1 0 Reply

p53  Mar 25, 2023 9:49 AM

 This article by Kit Knightly cogently shows just how brilliantly diabolical the enemies are who have
revealed themselves. Their subterfuge and homicidal intentions and acts to install a global fascism

el Gallinazo



technocracy are breathtaking in their scope and planning.
 
The perpetrators do not seem to be the type who will cease this insanity because of protests, social
media posts, voting or any of the ‘normal’ methods of democracy. Yes, we need to continue doing
those things in the spirit of hoping for the best but, at the same time, we must *prepare* to put an
unequivocal stop to their plan for total tyranny that is roaring down on us.
 
For example, hypothetically speaking, if freedom is profoundly sti�led and/or our own government
becomes murderous then we must deal with the 5G boxes sitting everywhere in our neighborhoods.
RFK, Jr and many others point out that 5G is not being employed so we can have faster downloads.
He points out 5G is absolutely essential for the New World Fascist Order to realize what RFK, Jr says
is our ‘‘enslavement through a dystopian global technocracy”.

The high bandwidth of 5G is required to create and maintain the electronic prisons we are already
in but which are becoming much worse.
 

5G is their Achilles’ Heel, their weakest link. Disrupting their 5G will deal a mighty blow to the

insatiable Goliath that is now stomping around the planet. Look out your window. What do you
see? 5G boxes are everywhere. It is not an insurmountable task for ordinary citizens to deal with the
5G boxes scattered in your neighborhoods. 5G is only one aspect of stopping the slavery train but it
is a huge one, especially because 5G is absolutely essential to the plans of the Global Predators
and it is something we can concretely, physically address if governments turn on their own people
to murder, imprison and sicken them.
 
Only you can know if and when the time comes for this kind of resistance.  No groups are necessary
to do this. Groups are already in�ltrated with spies and agent provocateurs. Individuals acting
alone can do it. Individuals who keep their mouths shut are much less likely to get caught
 
We do not want to die as slaves.

34 -2 Reply

Howard  Mar 25, 2023 1:01 PM

 Reply to  

If only the majority could be persuaded of the immense dangers inherent in 5G – but they
can’t. Most seem to be waiting with baited breath for 5G and faster everything to come their
way.

There is an almost pathological impatience in Western societies. It’s something akin to this
notion of “�loating anxiety” that’s making the rounds.

You see it everywhere – especially on the highways. People �ly on back roads and through
neighborhoods �lled with kids and household pets – the drivers seem not to care, nor to be
able to slow down. IT NEVER USED TO BE THAT WAY BEFORE COVID! Yes, people would �ly on
super highways – but not through their own neighborhoods.

The world has been turned into a horror show.

13 -1 Reply

wardropper  Mar 25, 2023 4:31 PM

 Reply to  

I’d be surprised if they hadn’t already planned to �ll our ionosphere with 25G boxes, rendering
the puny 5G terrestrial ones obsolete within a few years…
But I heartily support your attitude!

4 -1 Reply

mgeo  Mar 27, 2023 4:47 PM

 Reply to  

Forget electronic prisons. 5G harms us directly.

1 0 Reply

Christine Massey  Mar 25, 2023 10:26 PM
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This is a helpful summary, with 1 caveat – there are lots of references to “the virus”. Yet it’s super-
easy to show that virology is pseudoscience and “the virus” was never shown to exist. I did a 2 hour
interview about this with Curtis Cost last week, it’s on his substack for anyone not already familiar
with this issue.
All manner of harm, coerced and voluntary, will continue in the name of “viruses” until this core
fraud is widely understood. So please address this as well. Now is the time.

33 -3 Reply

Mont i  Mar 26, 2023 12:47 AM

 Reply to  

Thank you Christine for all that you do. What you uncover in your research is crucial.

6 0 Reply

Sam - Admin2  Mar 26, 2023 9:24 AM

 Reply to  

Should we maybe wait until there’s at least some well-placed scientists with a valid counter
hypothesis in place, rather than just ‘some toxins’? Cowan and his water-born bio-resonance
angle is just ri��ng, there’s no attempt to construct a valid counter-hypothesis there.

Shall we wait for some science-based experiments proving what does make people ill?

Else, if those opposing virology can be so vague, isn’t this a big double standard? A2

13 -16 Reply

Graham Greene  Mar 25, 2023 9:06 AM

Okay, O�f-Guardian has made its point. The great covid bullshit is now pretty much revealed as a
global hoax. I totally agree. But there is now a bigger issue to deal with and it is only just beginning.
I.e, the end of capitalism as we have known it. The system lasted from the Bretton Woods (1944) to
the present day. Get ready for the crash and the roll-out of new �at ‘currency’ CBDCs, which is now
upon us. Central Banks around the world are gearing up to change the system entirely. You will be
obliged to trade in your cash and will be coerced into using the fake money – fake money squared.
This will be a total war, and its already begun. Covid was just one aspect of this global counter-
revolution. The US $s long reign is coming to an end, so better get ready for the alternatives, paper
money, bitcoin and precious metals – gold and silver, which the global elites are launching a global
war against.

Interesting book just published: ”Cause Unknown” by Edward Dowd. Good analysis of the Covid
hoax.

Have a nice day all.

29 0 Reply

William Robert  Mar 26, 2023 11:30 PM

And, let’s not forget. The 2009 Swine Flu was a successful test run of selling a completely fake,
manufactured, unreal ( as in not a real health crisis, or even a disease ) to the world. Job well done
by all who participated. The important thing to get from all this is,” The cowardly compliant are the
enablers for the evil”.

28 0 Reply

Paul Watson  Mar 26, 2023 6:59 AM

The sheep are glued to the TV, too busy sco��ng their junk food to care about the truth.
I have someone at work still terri�ed of Covid, telling me she knew someone that went to hospital
and was put on a respirator but died.
Couldn’t be bothered to tell they were actually murdered…
Another telling he had “seen it on the news” again what’s the point in edifying these ppl that it’s
pure propaganda…
The jabbed still murmuring about being sick with long Covid!
The elites call us the “useless eaters” which is accurate for the majority of the public.

27 0 Reply
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Baldmichael Theresolutepr  Apr 5, 2023 5:32 PM

 Reply to  

There are lots of useless eaters but I include the elites who organised the Covid con in that.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/2022/08/17/what-is-the-�lu-a-k-a-covid-19-
and-why-vaccines-are-pointless-at-best/

0 0 Reply

NorgeMan  May 18, 2023 9:58 PM

 Reply to  

The “elites” are parasites.

0 0 Reply

Maxwell  Mar 25, 2023 3:01 PM

A few questions:

How was it that this virus spread across thousands of kilometers within days and peaked
synchronously in selected locations?

How was it as has been demonstrated from all-cause-mortality �gures analysis – that the ‘virus’
obediently stopped killing people at jurisdictional boundaries?

Anyone really believe a “suddenly-super-spreading, deadlier-than-�lu virus” waited for a
government decree to create excess death?

26 0 Reply

Vagabard  Mar 25, 2023 3:37 PM

 Reply to  

The �rst of those would be easy to explain. The virus simply started spreading earlier – from
October/November 2019 according to some reports.

The other 2 are straw man arguments imho
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straw_man

0 -17 Reply

George Mc  Mar 25, 2023 4:10 PM

 Reply to  

No need for “straw man” arguments when you realise that every statistic given re: covid is
worthless. Thus we are le�t with the ubiquitous “according to some reports” i.e. as many
reports as the media hydra considers su��cient to create the desired theatrical e�fect.

18 0 Reply

Vagabard  Mar 25, 2023 4:27 PM

 Reply to  

‘believe’ and ‘realise’ can be o�ten be regarded as synonyms

0 -4 Reply

George Mc  Mar 25, 2023 4:46 PM

 Reply to  

Oh I’m sure that any two words “can o�ten be regarded” as whatever you choose, in
that magisterially impersonal tone. Since the endlessly produced and reproduced
“covid statistics” never bothered to distinguish what they were supposed to
represent (deaths “from” covid, deaths that just so happened to involve something
that “looked like” covid, deaths occuring a�ter a “positive test” that may or may not
have indicated an actual illness etc.) then I see no reason to give such statistics any
credibility whatsoever.

13 0 Reply

Vagabard  Mar 25, 2023 4:58 PM

 Reply to  
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In which case, all-cause mortality statistics would also lack any credibility.
Gotta be consistent. Though maybe we should make an exception there, since
it suits our cause

0 -13 Reply

George Mc  Mar 25, 2023 6:47 PM

 Reply to  

 “In which case”? In what case? In the case of the reasons given in the article

above which apply and only apply to covid. 

 
Total red herring. There is no need for “consistency” since we are talking
about two completely di�ferent things. 

 
Imputation of underhand “inconsistency” which does not apply. The notion
that we employ this to “suit our cause” is therefore illegitimate.

As for “our cause”, well I have the distinct impression that my cause is most

certainly not your cause.

16 -1 Reply

Vagabard  Mar 25, 2023 7:23 PM

 Reply to  

Ok, well I’ll try to explain:

When someone replies to a person’s comment, it generally means that
they are replying to what that person has written. As opposed to, say, a
general comment regarding the accompanying article or the weather.
Now, of course, there may be exceptions to this rule (cf Clive Williams)
but this would be the established norm.

Viewed in that context, my previous reply should now make more
sense.

Hope that helps

0 -6 Reply

George Mc  Mar 25, 2023 9:38 PM

 Reply to  

Have you considered a career in politics? I think you’d be good at it.

5 0 Reply

Clive Will iams  Mar 25, 2023 7:59 PM

 Reply to  

Vagabond
“An All-caused mortality being yourself is a redicious assumption without
o��cal speci�cations on what caused it.
The person who typed this letter lacks credibility, we’ll simply reply in the
usual manner thx”

0 0 Reply

Christ ine Massey  Mar 26, 2023 2:58 AM

 Reply to  

Vagabard

In which case, all-cause mortality statistics would also lack any credibility.

Gotta be consistent.

Though maybe we should make an exception there, since it suits our cause

George Mc
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Vagabard



Please share proof of “the virus”, since Kit le�t that crucial detail out for some

reason? Or maybe explain to us how “viruses” are isolated… for a laugh?

13 0 Reply

Vagabard  Mar 26, 2023 5:16 AM

 Reply to  

Sure. This would be the book to do a thorough refutation of, if you wish to
dispose of all known viruses. Otherwise, it’s pretty convincing. It includes an
explanation of laboratory isolation:

Viral – Alina Chan, Matt Ridley (2021)
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Viral-Search-Covid-19-Alina-
Chan/dp/0008487499/

Let me know when you’ve read it (and/or if it gave you the giggles)

0 -13 Reply

Clive Will iams  Mar 25, 2023 6:27 PM

 Reply to  

January 1st 2019. [1/1/19] your not being World National., you’re acting irrationally
based on your public mythology.

0 0 Reply

Clive Will iams  Mar 25, 2023 5:49 PM

 Reply to  

Yes it apparently travelled east to west coast in 3 hrs. Next day west to east came the rise of the
Maskist Gods. There is controvcency over this last point, owning to who was asleep on the lazy
“transexual” Sofa.
The Nation waited & waited …and waited.

0 0 Reply

zenpriest  Mar 25, 2023 7:02 PM

 Reply to  

Also it did not decimate Africa, which it would have done if it was what they claimed it to be.

15 0 Reply

syl shawcross  Mar 24, 2023 10:55 PM

Thank you Kit. There it is. Three years of hell for those who did their own research all carefully
compiled. I was almost retraumatized reading those facts, remembering their discoveries. The
whole cognitive dissonance watching mainstream news in disbelief. The fear. Not of covid but of
governments and fellow ciitzens. The madness. I suppose now it is the war in the Ukraine and
banks. But we know what to expect now. What is said and what is happening may be two di�ferent
things.

26 -1 Reply

MattC  Mar 25, 2023 7:20 AM

 Reply to  

Your earlier article promoting forgiveness may require either serious amendments or even
retraction.

6 -1 Reply

wardropper  Mar 25, 2023 4:45 PM

 Reply to  

I’d say Syl was seriously pondering – in some depth – the concept of forgiveness from the
point of view of a decent person brought up with Judeo-Christian values somewhere in the
background.
Setting out her own perspective as food for our thought, as most of us do here, which is,
perhaps, not quite the same thing as “promoting”…
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Literally nobody  Mar 25, 2023 12:57 PM

This is journalism. Thank you.
Also as I have always maintained, no average intelligence person able to read was fooled by a Psy
op it was willing participation.
The well,and early established fact that a “Covid death” was a “death by any cause within 28/30/60
days of a positive test”, was su��cient evidence of the scam.
Most people simply love government

24 -1 Reply

Edwige  Mar 24, 2023 11:35 PM

Yeah, but I got ill last week/month/year/2020/whenever and I know it was covid because I say it
was.

24 -3 Reply

wardropper  Mar 25, 2023 4:36 PM

 Reply to  

Yep. That’s what we’re up against.

7 0 Reply

jubal hershaw  Mar 25, 2023 9:08 PM

 Reply to  

you cant elect yourself into The In Crowd. you need my vote. so send $10 and you’ll have it.

0 0 Reply

paul  Mar 24, 2023 9:08 PM

The cost of the Credit Suisse Bail Out has just risen from 50 billion to 108 billion.
That’s about as much as the Ukrainian pimp Zelensky has ponced o�f the US taxpayer.

21 0 Reply

rubberheid  Mar 24, 2023 10:59 PM

 Reply to  

confetti

6 0 Reply

Maxwell  Mar 25, 2023 2:28 PM

Excellent piece in a format that can be sent out far and wide. OG, Global Research, 21st Century
Wire and a few others stand out as being out in front on the facts of what was happening with the
entire Covid fraud as it was happening.

Here is an article that came out today that speaks to what actually happened instead of the non-
stop chatter about “lab leaks”, “GoF”, “targeted aerosolization” and the rest of the nonsense that
dominates the discussions in the “top tier” “health freedom movement” organizations.

The move to give physicians unilateral decision making powers for DNR’s, which is unprecedented,
was done on the very same day, 3/27/2020, the H.R.748 – CARES Act was signed into law. Quite a
coincidence no?

Ask yourself why it is that the likes of CHD and ICAN etc. do not have this discussion at the top of
their list. If the murder of the elderly, disabled and poor in hospitals is not front and center for
“health advocates” then what is their actual purpose?

Third Reich Eugenics in America’s Hospitals
America’s Killing Fields
America is following Hitler’s example of eugenics with the hospital protocol dictates handed down
by unelected bureaucrats. Disabled and aging Americans are being murdered.

Please watch Dr. Vernon Coleman’s latest 17 min. video regarding the barbaric actions in hospitals
around the world. He describes exactly what happened to Grace Schara.

Murder became common place throughout the nation’s C-19 hospital wards, but it wasn’t just the
one-size-�ts-all protocols that killed.

Edwige

Edwige

paul
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It wasn’t that 80% of those on ventilators died.

It wasn’t the remdesivir treatments at $3100 per treatment that damaged kidneys and livers.

It wasn’t that 75% of those who received three remdesivir treatments died.

It wasn’t that proper care wasn’t taken and patients weren’t turned or propped up in bed or bathed
or fed. Many were dehydrated, starving and had bedsores.

It wasn’t that patients died alone without their loved ones.

It was murder…outright sanctioned murder.

For federal money? Or for eugenics…ridding the nation of those considered undesirable, and saving
the government funding of the elderly and disabled. Or both?

Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) orders were placed in patients’ charts by the attending physicians or
nurses for elderly, disabled and mentally or physically challenged young people.

Palliative care injections, like those used by hospice for the dying, were administered by nursing
sta�f. It is considered specialized medical care for people living with a serious illness, such as cancer
or heart failure. Palliative care usually consists of strong pain medications which alleviate su�fering
and help with the remaining quality of life.

Terminal or palliative care is used by a majority of hospices today. This o�ten involves permanently
sedating the patient, allowing the patient to dehydrate and die. It looks outwardly peaceful as the
patient is made to sleep in a medically-induced coma, but the patient’s death is the result. Dying of
dehydration is a monstrous death. My mother was starved and dehydrated to death in 1994 in a
nursing home. It has been going on for far too long. If you have a medical power of attorney, do not
let them dehydrate you, and you must demand the proper amount of water for a body per day, not
the little amount the hospital will allow, but enough to keep the body comfortable.

Terminally-sedating the patient is something that can be done in hospice that doesn’t outwardly
appear like euthanasia where a lethal agent is given. Morphine is the potent opiate which directly
e�fects the central nervous system. It has neurotoxic e�fects on the brain. Overdoses lead to
asphyxia and respiratory depression. It slows metabolism, causes incontinence, and has acute and
chronic e�fects on the endocrine system, blood, the heart and lungs. The hospice “cocktail” usually
consists of Ativan, Haldol and Morphine.

It also doesn’t outwardly appear like assisted suicide where a patient takes a lethal medication
prescribed by a physician. Terminal sedation is more subtle and deceptive.

Sars-coV-2 patients died at alarming rates because of the protocols and the C-19 test which was
rigged to show false positives. Physicians were actually coached to claim C-19 as the diagnosis in
order to shovel federal funds into the co�fers of the medical facility.

…

More here:

https://lionesso�udah.substack.com/p/third-reich-eugenics-in-americas

18 0 Reply

Howard  Mar 25, 2023 3:57 PM

 Reply to  

Not that it’s a big deal, but isn’t it a bit of a stretch applying Eugenics to the deaths of
terminally ill older patients? A�ter all, Eugenics – at least it’s public face – is more concerned
with people of breeding age.

0 -10 Reply

Maxwell  Mar 25, 2023 4:08 PM

 Reply to  

This happened to hundreds of thousands of people who were not terminally ill.
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DavidF  Mar 25, 2023 5:04 PM

 Reply to  

And it’s still happening, certainly in the UK. If, God forbid, you require hospitalisation
and you’re either in�rm and/or have one or more co-morbidities, the chances are you
will be placed on a “pathway”………..a polite way of meaning a stairway to Heaven.
It’s an absolute scandal…..who clapped for these murderous scumbags ?

17 0 Reply

Clive Will iams  Mar 25, 2023 11:08 PM

 Reply to  

Those are Cults.

0 0 Reply

Lost  in a dark wood  Mar 25, 2023 6:37 PM

 Reply to  

It’s because their roots reside in opposing the multi-decade democide being committed
against children.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org

https://icandecide.org
Who We Are
Investigating the safety of medical procedures, pharmaceutical drugs, and vaccines while
educating the public of their right to “informed consent.”

Fighting for parents’ rightsProtecting childrenScience-based inquiryReasonable
requestsChildren �rstDoctor-friendly

2 -1 Reply

mjh  Mar 26, 2023 12:30 AM

 Reply to  

I felt very moved by your comment, because my own dear mother died similarly to yours in a
nursing home in Florida 20 some years ago. I did not live near her, and when I had the chance
to see her — for the �rst time in several months — a few weeks before she died, I was shocked.
I was shocked at the horrible and �lthy conditions in the place; I was shocked by her emaciated
body; I was shocked at how she and many others there were kept quiet and helpless by being
drugged senseless. Yes, she was 80; yes, she had long had heart problems made worse by
decades of smoking — but there had previously been NOTHING wrong with her brain. Now
she was unable to talk and unable to think clearly from the drugs. I put her in a wheelchair and
wheeled her through the corridors of that hell hole, singing Christmas carols to her and to
anyone else who was there (it was the week before Christmas). Singing to try to give her a few
minutes of happiness, or singing to keep me from crying? Not sure. A few old women started
joining in. The sta�f told me I was making trouble — to stop it. When I le�t I cried and cried, not
just at her situation, but at the full horror of “medical treatment” for the elderly (for most
people?) in the US hit me. That was in 2000 — And it’s only gotten worse folks. “Covid” just
accelerated the horror. [And now I’m in New Zealand, and it is no better here!]

12 0 Reply

Edwige  Mar 25, 2023 8:54 AM

How “celebrities” shaped up during the fakedemic:
https://odysee.com/@markdevlintv:e/celebrity-traitors-the-roll-call-of:3

No doubt some will put forward a materialist explanation (i.e. careerism) of their near 100%
compliance to the o��cial narrative – but given that many of these �gures have made a career out
of being supposed rebels can that paradigm really hold here? Isn’t an alternative paradigm
necessary in understanding “celebrities” i.e. that they are controlled assets?

And that includes Roger Waters.

Maxwell

Howard

Maxwell

Ask yourself why it is that the likes of CHD and ICAN etc. do not have this discussion at the top of

their list.

Maxwell

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
https://icandecide.org/
https://odysee.com/@markdevlintv:e/celebrity-traitors-the-roll-call-of:3


18 0 Reply

switchedON  Mar 25, 2023 12:02 PM

 Reply to  

Cant wait for someone to do one for the alt media lot who did similar.

6 -1 Reply

Michael Swain  Mar 24, 2023 11:46 PM

We’re all in one huge con-job on multiple fronts.

18 0 Reply

richard  Mar 24, 2023 8:31 PM

Thanks Kit and Catte. Super e�fort!

19 -1 Reply

Andrew O'Gorman  Apr 4, 2023 9:15 AM

40 Good reasons why the perpetrators of scamdemic must be put on trial and be severely
punished. Fauci and Biden are on top of the list with Gates and the marketeers on the faux ‘cure’
following smartly.

I will not forgive these miscreants – if they now ask for my forgiveness. They should have done it
long ago.

Many of my elderly family died in alone in hospital – not from covid, but from broken hearts.

16 0 Reply

mjh  Mar 26, 2023 12:37 AM

Excellent, thorough article. But, sadly, try to tell any of this to those who still believe in “the science.”
Good luck. They don’t want to know. I do feel a small measure of hope, though. Here in NZ people
are starting to discuss what’s happened (what’s happening) a bit more. A new internet radio
station has started up — Reality Radio dispelling false information. Of course it is either ignored or
labelled as “conspiracy theories” by the government and mainstream media. But it has a few well
known NZ names associated with it. And there are even a few bold and brave politicians speaking
up — not against the “Covid” narrative per se, but against sanctions on the unvaxxed and in support
of individual rights to free speech and medical choice. Will it make any di�ference? Well, I’ll keep
my �gures crossed, although that does make it hard to type these comments!

16 0 Reply

Baldmichael Theresolutepr  Apr 5, 2023 5:48 PM

 Reply to  

Re “Will it make any di�ference?”. Yes, every little helps. As has been said’Evil prospers where
good men do nothing’.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/covid-19-summary/

1 0 Reply

Penelope  Mar 24, 2023 10:00 PM

5th Pilot Incapacitation in 2 weeks
Pilot Josh Yoder: passengers informed him that while departing Las Vegas on Southwest today the
pilot was disabled, removed from the �light deck and replaced by another Southwest pilot who
happened to be commuting on that �light.

[I have heard they want to do away with co-pilots, have only a single pilot. Probably cuz they’re
running out of pilots– the smart ones quit rather than vaxx & others could no longer pass the
physical.]

17 -1 Reply

Edwige

celebrity-traitors the roll call

mjh

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/covid-19-summary/


Paul  Mar 28, 2023 3:37 AM

Right at the very start they told us what ‘Covid’ was really about when Bill Gates told us we could
never go back to normal until everyone had been vaccinated.

Lockdowns, masks, anti social distancing etc were all just part of the advertising campaign for the
‘vaccine’.

15 0 Reply

Andrew O'Gorman  Apr 4, 2023 9:19 AM

 Reply to  

Gates must be forcedo pay for his part in the death that will occur from his insistence (and
investment) of this seriously damaging jab.

5 0 Reply

TomIV  May 8, 2023 6:55 AM

 Reply to  

Bill Gates is an anagram of Legit Labs.

0 0 Reply

NorgeMan  May 18, 2023 8:45 PM

 Reply to  

As well, Omnicron is an anagram of Moronic.

0 0 Reply

NickM  Mar 27, 2023 6:50 AM

WARNING: This review contains TRUTH; not the whole truth but enough to upset mature and
responsible adults. Entirely suitable for children, but viewer discretion is advised for older age
groups – especially for adults with higher education or in o��ce..

14 0 Reply

William Huston  Mar 26, 2023 12:54 AM

Really great article, Kim. Very comprehensive.

Just a little nitpick… All of these either purport that sars-cov-2/viruses exist, that PCR is e�fective
sometimes, the the phrase “COVID death” or “COVID case” is meaningful or measurable, or that
“COVID” describes a real disease condition.

5. Lateral �low tests are unreliable
7. PCR Tests have a history of being inaccurate and unreliable
9. The World Health Organization (Twice) Admitted PCR tests produced false positives. 
21. Masks don’t work 
24. Covid “vaccines” are totally unprecedented
29. The survival rate of “Covid” is over 99%.
30. The vast majority of “covid deaths” have serious comorbidities.

31. Average age of “Covid death” is greater than the average life expectancy
32. Covid mortality exactly mirrors the natural mortality curve

Even with these �laws, it’s still excellent. Thank you.

15 -1 Reply

William Huston  Apr 2, 2023 11:07 AM

 Reply to  

I’m sorry, KIT! I do know your name. Sorry, I can’t seem to edit the post above.

0 0 Reply

Baldmichael Theresolutepr  Apr 5, 2023 5:46 PM

 Reply to  

Agreed. COVID is the ‘�lu re-branded. If it walks like the ‘�lu, talks like the ‘�lu, it is the ‘�lu.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/covid-19-summary/

Paul

Paul

TomIV

William Huston

William Huston

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/covid-19-summary/


1 0 Reply

Thom 9  Mar 25, 2023 4:38 AM

Thank you Kit and O�fG for this amazing update. Bookmarked and downloaded for reference.      

  

14 0 Reply

Sara  Mar 24, 2023 11:30 PM

Excellent summary!! Thank you.

On the loss of taste and smell…there are papers in the medical literature going back to the
1970s.They don’t even bother to research it anymore because it’s so well known.
Speaking for myself I can’t remember having a bad cold WITHOUT losing taste and smell. When
they started with that nonsense the �rst thing that came to mind was an Enid Blyton book on the
Famous Five from the 1950s maybe. The Famous Five all come down with bad �lus during winter
hols so they’re packed o�f to a snowy farm in ruual Wales to recover. When they get there, with the
bracing air and delicious farm food the kids can �nally taste food again and remark on how
everything had tasted like “stewed knitting” until then.

In any case most people I spoke to can’t remember ever having had a bad �lu prior to 2020. The �rst
time in their lives most people have su�fered horribly from �lu is from 2020 to 2022…..it’s like bad
�lu never existed before “covid”.

The trillion dollar and euro bailouts started in mid March long before panicked people started
running to emergency helping to create chaos in hospitals.

Biotech started a partnership with P�zer a few years prior to 2020. In fall 2019 it did its IPO and in
December 2019, the EU sent it 50 million euros approx. Anyone with insider knowledge made a
fortune on Biotech stock.

14 0 Reply

wardropper  Mar 25, 2023 11:32 PM

A great source of info.
I know it’s easy to slip into, but at around #7 the phrase, “PCR test” still crops up a couple of times.

Just a friendly reminder: There is no such thing.
PCR is an ampli�cation process. Not a test.
The relevant link is even provided up there.

13 0 Reply

Osmosis  Mar 24, 2023 9:19 PM

Great update.

I noticed the point about Event 201 from the previous list has been removed. I think it’s one of the
most signi�cant points, and should have been retained.

13 0 Reply

Binra  Mar 25, 2023 3:01 PM

 Reply to  

I read it up above?

1 0 Reply

Shola  Mar 25, 2023 1:10 PM

Superb thank you.

Now, take all of of these proven lies, deceptions and misdirections from established scientists and
their organisations, all of which led to great numbers of dead and injured people, and tell me you
still believe anything you are told about viruses by the same sources.

Hold that con�lict in your mind and realise just how deep the rabbit hole might go.

12 0 Reply

Osmosis



Edwige  Mar 25, 2023 11:22 AM

One guess what the take-home is from one of the most despicable rags out there:
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2023/03/kids-babies-getting-covid-exposure-

vaccines/673368/

You guessed it:
“Early vaccinations—that ideally target multiple versions of SARS-CoV-2—could make a big
di�ference in reducing just about every bad outcome the virus threatens.”

Did Dante invent enough levels for someone who could still be writing this?

11 0 Reply

David  Mar 24, 2023 11:33 PM

Fantastic piece, and a product of a lot of hard work. Thank you O�f-G for such a great service!!

Question for the authors and/or commentators: Are the lateral �low tests the ones being used at
homes and at many jobs on a daily basis? The so-called rapid test? Who manufactures them?

Again, kudos to Kit, Catte, and the entire O�f-G team

12 -1 Reply

Sunface Jack  Mar 26, 2023 9:26 AM

I found this explanation being the most probable reason for the covid hoax implementation.
This should be considered as the conclusion for Kit to consider for his next update.

https://thephilosophicalsalon.com/a-self-ful�lling-prophecy-systemic-collapse-and-pandemic-
simulation/

10 0 Reply

Johnny  Mar 25, 2023 11:20 AM

We have been conditioned to believe in fairy tales.
Education, employment, the MSM, entertainment, religions, fashions, cultural ideals, ambitions
and dreams. All implanted into our receptive and hungry heads by manipulative exploiters. It’s
how the world (Maya) works. Then we die and wake up.

10 0 Reply

Freecus  Mar 25, 2023 12:38 PM

Well done O�f-Guardian, Kit & Catte!

9 0 Reply

George Mc  Mar 24, 2023 7:54 PM

There is another “fall out” factor in all this: 

First, the disappearance of what we might call “the regular opposition” (I’ll stop using the now
obsolete designation “Le�t”). 

Second, the eventual reappearance of said “regular opposition” (cued by the Ukraine move), only
now this “opposition” is taking up a position that is now as blatantly obsolete as their former
designation. 

Which means that the e�fect of covid is like that of previous deep events – JFK and 9/11 whereby the
world a�ter each, as it were, split into two. The old show continued but anyone paying attention
could see it for a fraud. Of course, these events are of di�ferent magnitudes. They are “accelerating”
in terms of size and impact. (And the three do not constitute an exhaustive list!) 

JFK may not have seemed “such a big deal” at the time and, speaking as someone who was 1 year
old at the time, the assassination was part of the world I “inherited”. (Which of course leads to the
worrisome issue of how new generations “absorb” these events as “already done deals” that shaped
the world they were born into.) 

9/11, a whole order of magnitude greater. “Justifying” the “war on terror”. But even for all that, still
not a�fecting most bourgeois Westerners who therefore carry on with the little theatre of media

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2023/03/kids-babies-getting-covid-exposure-vaccines/673368/
https://thephilosophicalsalon.com/a-self-fulfilling-prophecy-systemic-collapse-and-pandemic-simulation/


politics. But by this time there is a growing unease as to an increasingly undeniable vast crock of
shit surrounding the event. (And the demonisation of “conspiracy theory” really takes o�f.) 

And the Grand Slam: Covid. This one forcing everyone to pay attention by brutally grabbing
everyone’s life and livelihood by the bollocks and generally fucking up the entire future scenario as
far as the eye could see. The noted split between (1) waking the fuck up and (2) rolling over and
plugging into Big TV Night Bonanza is a matter that ought to have been forced down everyone’s
throats. That the split, now looming like the Grand Canyon before everyone’s eyes, still didn’t
register with many – or even most – is a tribute to the aggressive seamless unity of the media. 

Waiting for the Grander Slam?   

11 -2 Reply

Albert  Anderson  Mar 24, 2023 9:35 PM

 Reply to  

Relative to the “regular opposition”, i.e., the so called le�t, they disappeared with Obama in the
US, and it wasn’t just the le�t that showed their true colors and still are during this fake Covid-
19 scam. The Trump supporters in particular, the King of the Covid-19 Vaccine and Mastermind
of Operation Warpspeed, are as big of hypocrites as any on the le�t.

Everything is ass backwards now and the only true marker apparently is with where you stand
on the fake Covid-19.

13 0 Reply

Penelope  Mar 24, 2023 10:23 PM

 Reply to  

George Mc, the grand slam is going to be the destruction of money. Yes health is important,
but everyone depends on the security of having money to obtain the necessities.

The killing of John Kennedy was a very big deal.at the time. People were not ashamed of
conspiracy theories up to that time and NO ONE believed any part of the o��cial story. The
moment they killed Lee Harvey Oswald was the end of it.
That’s when CIA came out with their directive about mocking “conspiracy theories.”

I’d been on my own more than a year and was awake as to the secret societies’ plans for
America. John Kennedy was going to disband CIA and exit VietNam. He’d begun printing
Treasury notes– not “Federal Reserve” ones. He and Robert insisted on full rights for Negroes,
and were enforcing it. It was a brief shining moment of great idealism.

17 -1 Reply

George Mc  Mar 25, 2023 1:54 AM

 Reply to  

Apologies re: the JFK “big deal” comment. Recall that I was an infant and the assassination
was part of the new world I naturally took for granted. This is how the powers that be work.
They know that, given enough time so that the new generations replace the old, folk will
accept any crap as normal. They will even accept big cocked and balled muscular bruisers
as “women”.

5 0 Reply

Sasha Smirnoff  Apr 30, 2023 10:39 AM

Will only add to Section 36 – Kary Mullis “died suddenly” in August of 2019, shortly before Event 201
and everything that followed. He would have ripped the whole testing narrative to shreds, and
(again) would have exposed Fauci for the charlatan and murderer that he is. It would have been
impossible to foist this on the US and the world had he been alive – a Nobel Prize winner for
inventing the PCR test.

9 -1 Reply

Proton Magic  May 31, 2023 3:32 AM

 Reply to  

it’s a DNA ampli�cation PROCESS not a test.

2 0 Reply

George Mc

George Mc

Penelope

Sasha Smirno�



TheTruthIsOutThere  Apr 14, 2023 4:12 PM

From telegram, and de�nately worth reposting. Much love to all you free-thinkers out there. You’re
not skeptics. You’re just doing what most care enough to do.

TO THE UNVACCINATED
THE HEROES OF THE WORLD 

Even if I was pollinated and fully vaccinated
I would EDMIRE the UNVACCINATED 
For withstanding the greatest pressure iv ever seen.
From parents partners children friends colleges and even doctors.
People who are capable of such personality,
Courage and critical ability 
Are undoubtedly the best part of humanity. 

They are everywhere, in all ages, 
Levels of education, states and ideas.
They are of a special kind of people,
They are the soldiers that every army 
of light wants to have in their ranks,
They are the parent that every child wants to have, 
They are the children that every parent dreams of having.

They are beings above the average of their society, 
They are the essence of the people “well”
Built all cultures and conquered all herisings.
Their there right next to you,
They look normal but their not.
They are the super heroes, 
They did what others could not,

They were the trees that withstood 
The hurricane of insults, 
Discrimination and social exclusion. 
And they did it because they thought they were alone, 
And they believed that they were the only ones. 

Band from family functions 
Like their family table at Christmas 
Not wanting them near them
Not wanting to touch them 
The same thing with their friends,
They never saw anything so cruel. 

They lost their jobs, let their career sink,
They had no more money, 
But they didn’t care.
They su�fered a miserable discrimination 
Denunciation, betrayal and humiliation 
But they kept going 

Never before in humanity 
Has there ever been such casting. 
Now we know who are the best on the earth 
Men, women, old, young, the rich and poor.
Of all race and religion 
The UNVACCINATED 
They have been chosen are the invisible ark
They are the only ones who managed 
to resist when everything collapsed.

Yes thats you the brave stong and true,
You are passing the unimaginable test
That many of our soldiers, marines, commandos, the green buraies .and the geniuses could not



withstand.
You are made of the greatest stu�f
Of who ever lived, 
Those heroes who are born AMUNGST the ordinary men and women 
Who glow in the dark.

This is you the UNVACCINATED 
So keep on shining and �ghting for what’s right.

9 -1 Reply

colin bannon  May 21, 2023 10:40 AM

 Reply to  

Apart from the ones who died.

0 -8 Reply

Proton Magic  May 31, 2023 3:37 AM

 Reply to  

This is how people “died” in the US: mainly relabeling other illnesses and the hospital
protocols of remdesivir, midazolam, opioids, and vents.

https://protonmagic.substack.com/p/the-most-entertaining-government
Here, there was no virus particle found

https://protonmagic.substack.com/p/fan-wu-naked-centerfold
and non of >200 health authorities have it:

https://protonmagic.substack.com/p/fois-in-a-nutshell

3 0 Reply

jody  b  Jun 10, 2023 3:27 PM

 Reply to  

I do not believe you are quali�ed to comment on anything. even the ‘doctors’ who have
been bought o�f by big pharma, gov, etc know to keep quiet.

1 0 Reply

switchedON  Mar 27, 2023 9:07 PM

No di�ferent than Trump’s fake( blood full moon) hospital bs19 diagnoses.
ow look it has now come out.

Boris Johnson wasn’t in hospital at deaths door with “covid”. You do know that, right?
Yep all theatre. The nurses that got credit for caring for him weren’t even on the NMC register
amongst some sta�f at St Thomas’ Hospital is that Boris Johnson was never admitted and reports
he was symptomless the evening before he was supposedly admitted to hospital for Covid. A pysop
to get public support for lockdowns. You probably won’t see this in the Telegraph
JulietJohnsonJ · Mar 11 Whisper
Bohemian Atmosphere @BohemianAtmosp1

Yet GBbews (shillbe news) and co (including o�fg) alluded to the fact Bojo didn’t want to lockdown
and was getting bullied..    

https://twitter.com/i/status/1638860353860780032

8 0 Reply

Ravensara  Mar 28, 2023 1:07 AM

 Reply to  

Interestingly Boris personally thanked Luis from Portugal – but mispronounced his name – I
found that as indicative of not really caring about his name, or of reading something from a
card.

3 0 Reply

mgeo  Mar 27, 2023 12:11 PM

IMO, the motives/goals mentioned only covered totalitarianism (ending all pretence of civilised
government), which I see as
–detailed insight on controls that can be imposed, and how

TheTruthIsOutThere

colin bannon

colin bannon

switchedON

https://protonmagic.substack.com/p/the-most-entertaining-government
https://protonmagic.substack.com/p/fan-wu-naked-centerfold
https://protonmagic.substack.com/p/fois-in-a-nutshell
https://twitter.com/i/status/1638860353860780032


–pervasive surveillance incl. biometrics, digital currency
–disabling criticism of �nancial economy for dysfunction, incompetence, destitution, wars, etc.
–preparation to crush protests against gov’t over economic failure, weather disasters, etc.
–end to rights, e.g., (a) gatherings, travel, other services (b) privacy, custody of children, property,
compensation, litigation, legal represetation (c) dissent
–slavery: no job due to lockdown/automation, leading to Social Credit, UBI, individual permits (by
QR code), individual orders
–brutality, e.g., isolation, detention, disappearance.

However, they did not cover the following:

– Neo-liberal desperation/end-game:
–blowing up the �nancial economy built on debts that cannot be repaid, through more selective
bail-outs or bankruptcy for speculators till currency beomes worthless
–banktrupt governments trying to evade obligations
–arti�cial shortages and price-gouging
–blowing up the productive economy that is stymied by low demand (poverty), shortage of
materials incl. cheap fuel
–reverting to mined fuels.

– Imperialism: attempt to undermine foreign counter-measures.

– Global tyranny:
–NWO: coordinated policies, enforcement
–mass extermination: suspended/reduced treatment for major illnesses, routine euthanasia, more
wars, 5G at full power
–other extermination: destitution, poisoned food/objects/environment, una�fordable/dangerous
med. treatment, gender confusion, covert sterilisation/abortion, sterility (5G etc.),
miscarriage/stillbirth, death during delivery, lax assisted suicide
–seizing all public wealth, commons, planetary resources
–seizing all private wealth: (a) from people/businesses bankrupted through restrictions or market
manipulation (b) from “covid” victims, e.g., “unclaimed”.

SOME POTENTIAL POSITIVE ASPECTS: More people may become open to these:
– End to mindless growth, consumption, genetic engineering and globalism.
– End to evasion of population growth (liberty to reproduce), exploitation, imperialism and
biosphere destruction.
– End to medicine for pro�t; resurgence of simple remedies.

8 0 Reply

switchedON  Mar 26, 2023 1:03 PM

You forget that template response.

Nice 40 Kit., Must say, it still f*cking triggers me the whole BS19 and the millions of lies.

8 0 Reply

Mark  Mar 25, 2023 5:39 PM

I wrote a song about it back in 2020, I’m not a doctor or medically trained and I didn’t get a fancy
education but it was still obvious to me we were being scammed.
Here’s a link if anyone wants to hear it.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=MOuc7LcOImo

8 0 Reply

Mark  Mar 25, 2023 5:42 PM

 Reply to  

It helped that I read O�fguardian daily and so I was properly informed

7 0 Reply

Lessons will be learnt.

Mark

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=MOuc7LcOImo


Baldmichael Theresolutepr  Apr 5, 2023 6:21 PM

 Reply to  

Well done. I can’t play a musical instrument so I wrote a story instead in 2020 as, like you, I
realised we were being scammed.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/the-emperors-new-cows/?frame-
nonce=7a532bdc68

0 0 Reply

George Mc  Mar 25, 2023 3:26 PM

The seemingly interminable hack rags are continuing to push the covid rap though with a minimal
reduction in con�dence. In a borderline incoherent mess of an article, The Atlantic tells us about an
exciting “new turning point: when almost everyone on Earth has acquired a degree of immunity to
the virus as a very young child”.

It then tells us – presumably with a straight face:

“That future crossroads might not sound all that di�ferent from where the world is currently. With
vaccines now common in most countries and the virus so transmissible, a signi�cant majority of
people have some degree of immunity.”

Phew! Just as well we got the vaccines in time!

“And in recent months, the world has begun to witness the consequences of that shi�t. The �lux of
COVID cases and hospitalizations in most countries seems to be stabilizing into a seasonal-ish sine
wave; …..”

Can’t get more scienti�cally precise than “a seasonal-ish sine wave”!

“…disease has gotten, on average, less severe, and long COVID seems to be somewhat less likely
among those who have recently gotten shots.”

???!!!!!

But here’s the really good news:

“Even the virus’s evolution seems to be plodding, making minor tweaks to its genetic code rather
than major changes that require another Greek-letter name.”

So …. no need for a scary new Greek letter. Just as well since we were running out of them. And
(whisper it!) there’s hardly anyone le�t who is taken in by this shit.

8 0 Reply

Baldmichael Theresolutepr  Apr 5, 2023 6:32 PM

 Reply to  

Yes. Re “and long COVID seems to be somewhat less likely among those who have recently
gotten shots.”

It is somewhat less likely because a number of those who might have had Long Covid (a.k.a.
the ‘�lu) from the vaccines are now dead.

This is a small point The Atlantic overlooks.

https://alphaandomegacloud.wordpress.com/2023/03/24/long-covid-what-is-it/

0 0 Reply

ratty  Mar 25, 2023 12:17 PM

I used a di�ferent criteria. When I saw the videos coming from China I knew we were being played.
It was so obvious. Plus knowing Chinese and how fanatical they are about US.

Then all the contradictory reports from everybody including Farcechi and I knew the GAME was on.

You been played.

8 0 Reply

Mark

George Mc
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Lost in a dark  wood  Mar 24, 2023 11:13 PM

A few weeks ago I pondered whether it would be necessary to nuke humanity back to the stone
age. I still cling to the hope that the jab e�fects will be su��cient. However, I can’t imagine living in a
world with these zombi�ed drones, and therefore feel somewhat reassured that the nuclear option
remains a possibility.

With regard to the statement (“In retrospect, lockdowns were a mistake.”), although I would
answer “strongly agree” if asked in poll, the true answer would be that I strongly disagree. This is
because:
a. the lockdowns were an intentional act in a war against the people, and therefore cannot be
considered a “mistake”.
b. this was obvious back in early 2020 and is therefore not a “retrospective” position.
—

https://unherd.com/2023/03/why-doesnt-britain-regret-lockdown
By Freddie Sayers
March 23, 2023

“In retrospect, lockdowns were a mistake.”

If you agree with the above statement, you are, I’m afraid, still in the minority. Three years to the
day since Britain brought in its �rst nationwide lockdown, the latest wave of UnHerd Britain polling
shows that only 27% of voters agree that lockdowns were a mistake, while 54% disagree and 19%
are not sure. The strength of feeling also tilts in the other direction: fully 30% of people strongly
disagree with the statement, while only 12% strongly agree.
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Karen  Mar 26, 2023 4:11 PM

A very good read and explanation on the origins of COVID. The real agenda behind it and how they
will stop at nothing to get what they want! Well written that anyone can understand.
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Stella  Mar 25, 2023 2:12 PM

Bravo for this perfect summing up ,me too also believe that they will not manage to accomplish
their plans for enslave us.
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denise ward  Apr 2, 2023 4:23 PM

This is an excellent piece. I will use it to refer others to it. Thank you for this work.
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Tom  Mar 27, 2023 5:15 PM

What was missed in the hospital part was articles from 2015-2019 addressing 1/3 of hospitals in the
states would close by 2020. Both rural and city hospitals closed leaving residents to �lock to those
that were open making the stats more in�lated.
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Mathea  Mar 25, 2023 9:08 PM

Lot of work and research done for this article.

Well done!
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Inevitable  Mar 25, 2023 3:50 PM

Thankfully our family saw the light at the end of the tunnel and knew a train wreck was imminent
and avoided the jab.
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Edwige  Mar 25, 2023 1:38 PM

https://unherd.com/2023/03/why-doesnt-britain-regret-lockdown


Amusing spoof �lm:
https://twitter.com/liz_churchill8/status/1639499094346571776

The thread’s worth a read (the voice of one bot/agent/troll sounds very familiar!).

BTW Angela Lansbury was another celebrity Occultist and appeared in one of the biggest
“revelation of the method” �lms, ‘The Manchurian Candidate’. Her daughter was involved with the
Manson ‘Family’.
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Vagabard  Mar 25, 2023 2:48 PM

 Reply to  

Is there anyone untainted by the evil brush?

To the pure, all things are pure …
https://biblehub.com/titus/1-15.htm
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